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I}ITRODUCT ION

ABSTRACT

Using a speaker graup of nine homosexual males and one

heterosexual ma/e, this paper attempts to examtne homosexual

male speech behavior for observable phenomena that inply the

adoption or devel0pment of speech patterns that would serve to

identify these males as members of a specific social group, An

attempt is a/so made to discuss the motivation for altering a

previously learned method of speaking in order to be

identifiable to other members of the graup, Phenomena are

0bserved and discussed from four areas.' the linguistic

variables /NG and f/D - rates of de/etion and the environments

in which it occurs, tsl duration - clnslnant duration increases

and the word positions it accurs iA and /mitations and

Descriptions - /inguistic and extra-/inguistic behaviof, and the

gender alrgnment associated with it.

This paper is intended to serve as an introductory study of the linguistic and

extra-llnguistlc phenomena present in homosexual male voices. The intent

of the study is to discover what, if any, variation fnom established norms is

exhibited in the speech of members of thi's social group, and if variation is

observed, to discover what aspects or aneas of linguistic and extra-

linguistic behavior this variation affects.
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Two toplc areas that are known to exhibit variation aross class and gender

within the larger' population are examined for variation within this gpoup

and the results are compared to established nonms. These first two sections

concenn the socio-linguistic variables ING and T/D, ln this area, the

informants exhibited lower rates of deletion than previous studies have

recorded for thein oender.

The phenomena of consonant duration is examined for the voiceless alveolar

fricative [s] in the third section. Ster-eotypinq of homosexual males has long

portrayed the speech of these men as being affected by the adoption of a

speech style that uses'lisping'to distinguish it. This speaker group shows a

preference for inreased dunation of [s] in all foun of the word positions

examined with word f inal and pre-consonantal position exhibiling a 74%

increase in duratiorr,

The fourth section contains data and conversation from the interviews with
informants that focuses on imltations and descriptions of the speech and

behavior of other homosexual and heterosexual speakers. The inter-views

exp0se the f act that f on al I im itations and desriptions two gender

alignments - heterosexual male and heterosexual female - are used by the

speakers and employed as a framework on which to map the behavior of

homosexual males. The portr ayals r'arely over-lap in terms of linquistic and

extra-linguistic behavior. The data from the interviews also strongly

implies that any appearance or'behavior thal can be defined as belonqing in

the domain of heterosexual males is considened preferable, and anything

that can be defined as female (includinq homosexual and hetenosexual
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female behavior) is denigrated. To put it more succinctly, if it's male

behavior and performed by a male it's a virtue and if it's female behavior

and performed by a female 0r a person defined as female it's a vice.

Nevertheless, within special ized contexts and non-threatening

envrronments, denrgrated behaviors are often seen as acceptable and

rnevitable for some members.

The results of sections I -4 and thein possible rnterpretations are presented

in the conclusion.

Because this study concerns a specif ic social group, an attempt is made to

discuss some of the criteria by which a qroup is identified by outsiders and

by which a group identifies itself. The infonmation contained in this section

is the result of field and informant observations, and analyses thereof.

Hence, the discussion proceeds from foun premises and three definitions.

Premises 1 and 2, having a widen application, are discussed together.

Pnemises 3 and 4 are presented with respect to the social group this paper

examines. The definitions below ane given in order to reduce the ambiguity

associated with the various meanings and interpretations available for

these words, and because these words are used throughout this paper.

Def initions:

Social group - a co//ection of individuals amongst wh0m a set of

interdependent relationships exist (that is, the individuals influence

each otheD. /
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Soclal fact - A social fact is to be recognized by the power af

external coercion which it exercises or is capable of exercising over

individuals, and the presence of this power may be recognized in its

turn either by the existence of some speilfic sanction or by the

resistance offered against every individual effort that tends to

violate it.?

Stereotype - a form of perception based on cultural definitions

which produces for the interpreter a constant and unchanging

impression whatever the stimulus, so long as it refers to a certain

categorYJ

Premises and discussion:

Premise I -

Social groups often adopt or develop behavioral patterns and/or

appearances that identify members to each other and set them

apart from the mainstream culture.

Premlse 2 -

Aspects of adopted or deve/oped social gr1up appearance andl0r

behavior are discernable and differ significantly from mare

enclmpassing cu/tural behavior, This behavior varies enough



from expected narms that it allows non-members to identify

individuals as members of a Particular 9r0up'

The adopted behavioral patterns and appearances of different groups can be

manlfested in a variety of ways. Based on readings and observations, three

dif f erent ffiteria appear to be primary to social group organization

concerning appearance andlor behaviOr, and these are Used as a framework

for discussion. The first two are appltcable to premises I and 2' and the

third to Premises 3 and 4.

l. Altered appearances and/or behavior are displayerl and required

at all times.

. flembership in the group makes (/) mandatory for a// individuals wh?

wish to belong.

Groups that have mandatory 'uniforms' or behaviors are easily identifiable

and membership often camies with it high prestige, or elevated social

status 0r respect, Groups of this type adopt a particular manner of dressing

that reflects the group's cohesiveness and becomes a reflection of their

particular ideology. Some very visible groups include religious orders and

military groups - a few of which prosciibe the way the'habit'0r'unif.rm'

is to be put on, taken off, and stored. Groups that are still highly visible but

are less prestigious, and who, nevertheless, proclaim aff iliation with pride

include street or motorcycie gangs such as california's Hell's Angels'



Members of such organlzations publicly sport

with tattoos,
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their 'colors' on jackets or

Speaking styles can be altered to ref lect grgup membenship and become a

requirement fon aff iliation. Frank Zappa's 1982 SOng 'Valley Girl' preserved

and exposed the speech of the teenage members of this group (from Encino'

California) with their strident sentence melodies and indigenous phrases

such as'0h my godl' , 'Fer surel" '6r0dyl" 'Barf me out!" and '6ag me w'ith a

sPool'.4

2. Alterett appearances and behavior are manifested and/or

required only when the group comes together or when the members

are in sPecif ic locations-

. Attered appearances and behavior (including riteil are for members

eres (or earil onlY.

For certain groups whose prestige has been established in the culture at-

large, outs'iders are not seen as part of an elite' The performance of rites

(or ceremonies) ane Secret (or sacned), and the costumes worn during them

are Seen only by members. The Masons, Elks (B'P'O'E') and Shriners are men's

organizations for whom the above is true, although they do have clothing or

accessories indicative of their gr0up that are displayable at all times, and

costumes that they wear for specif ic public functions.S
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For less prestigious grgups, altered behaviors, including styles of speaking,

largely nemain within the domain of the respective grgup. Since

membership in these groups is not seen to incr'ease esteem (in fact,

affiliation may lower one's social status) varying behavior becomes 'for

members only' by social fact. This creates a fog of secrecy that clears only

when the group in question is no longer held to be less prestigious. This can

occur when public recognition of the group's oppression is voiced and

aff iliation becomes a matter of principle and pride.

Theories exist that trace the development of Black English Vernacular - the

dialect of many members of the African-American ethnic group - to Creole

origins. This artiflcially formed social group made up of speak'ers of many

different African languages who were brought together by slavery, was

forced to develop a means of communicating effectively with each other and

their owners, The resulting dialect retained aspects of more than one

language, and became indlcative of members of the African-American social

grgup irrespective of any individual's ability to speak it. Present day BEV

remains within the domain of this same ethnic group. Few outsiders are

familiar enough with it to speak it andlor undenstand it, although it has

been and remalns a very visible dialect in America. New Orleans Creole is

another such example, a rucial difference being its accessibility to

outsiders. Lillian Hellman and Truman Cafote are both authors who not only

spoke the New grleans patois but documented and employed it in their

writings. Their work is well-l<nown and it's worth has been enhanced by the

ingorporation of their dialect. tn comparison, the anthropologist and writer

Zora Neale Hurston's many contributions existed in relative obscurity for



decades. Her work and writings preserved and

and life-styles of Af rican-Americans a

oppressed social group.

I
recorded the sPeech, music,

much denigrated and long

For a group such as homosexual males, altered appearance can be distinctive

forgroupmembersbutremainambiguoustooutsiders.Althoughoften

displayed in public, the meaning and, hence, interpretation of the altered

appeanance nemained available to group members (and curious confidants)

only,

During the 1970',s and early 1980',s (before knowledge of the AIDS epidemic

was common) male homosexuals used codes of dressing to indicate type-of-

sex preferences. Anything worn on the left or right side of your body or

clothing indicated, respectively, a preference fon an active or passive role

in sexual relations, particulanly, anal intercourse' Hence, keys worn on the

left or right side of your belt buckle were an indicator as was an earring in

your left or right ear, or a handkenchief (actually, a bandana was used) in

the left or night back poctcet of your jeans, ln fact there was an elabonate

code called'The Handkerchief code' that was specific not only to the role

one played but the type of sex one performed in' The color code proceeded

thus: blue = ona'l sex; white = hand manipulation; red = 3l"t0l intercourse;

green = the wearing of military uniforms during sex; black = lntercourse

performed by the insertion of a closed f ist into the rectum of the receiver

(fist-fucking); and yellow = urination or'water sports''6 Coupled with a

Ieft-right display, f ew questions had to be asked and few mistakes would be

made. wearing all leather or Levi's was also indicative of type-of-sex
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preferences. Leather was often an indicator of a preference for domination

and humiliation, or S&11 (sadism and masochism).7 Other less specific

indicators of male homosexuality were the wearing of very shortly cropped

hair with a well-trimmed beard and mustache, tube socks, Adidas sneakers,

or sweat pants in publiC, or the presence of pierced nipples, or a pierced

penis.B These indicators and the previous ones, were often only meaningful

to other social group members or other individuals familiar with the gay

culture - in particular, the'bar culture'. ln llanhattan, New York, where the

'bar culture' f lourished, the name of the bar often provided the patron with a

map to the kind of sex available from the individuals who frequented it.

This allowed social group members anonymity of dress if they prefenred

when indicatons became known to outsiders. Some of the bars at this time

included Boots & Saddles (cowboy clothes), The Dungeon (leather wearers

but not necessarily S&11), The Anvil (S&11, bondage), The Toilet ('water

Sports', scatology), The Cocl< Ring (fon men interested in 'large' penises),

and The Iline Shaf t (an emporium for'atl sexual tastes).

Since the necognition of the AIDS epidemic and the more public movement

for gay rights, many of these indicators and bars are devoid of their original

meaning (on, as with Socks, Sneakers, and sweat pants, pant of the culture

at-lange), and are gone or no longer employed. But lt is important to

remember that the primary objective of 'the display of these indicators was

to effectively increase the possibilities for recognizing aff iliates of this

social group, and to narrow the chances of misdirecting requests fot'

intimacy at heterosexual males. And the fundamental characteristic of
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these alterations in appearance was their ambiguity and un-interpretability

to individuals outside the boundaries of this social Qroup,9

. Altered appearan€es and behavior zccur when members are in Fublit.

A manner of dressinq can also serve to identify the group but prevent the

identification of members by outside individuals,Outsiders are seen as a

potential threat, The members of the Ku Klux Klan are known by their

costume which has become a symbol of their racist ideology but ind'ividuals

remain anonymous because of its design, This allows group members to

disavow affiliation with the group when necessary, and prevents its forced

disbandinq should enouqh members be lound responsible for inappropriate or

illegal behavior.

ln comparison, two symbols are in use today that publicly proclaim

affiliation with the homosexual social group - the Greek letter^ Lambda and

the pink triangle - a symbol lhat was used by the Nazi's to identify

homosexuals. The lambda is often worn on a chain as a piece of jeweiry and

is also used to precede a ciub or company name such as the Lambda Can CIub

lnternational, lnc. or Lambda Roommates (formerly of llanhattan, which not

only found you a gay roommate but matched you to each othens type of sex

preferences s0 your house-mate would not be alarmed if he came home to

find you and a friend in full Ieather regalia). The pink trjangle has been used

as jewelry, as a bumper or window sticl<er for cars, and as a patch sewn

onto a jacket, The interpretation of these two symbols is and has been

available to individuals outside this social group. Althouqh one miqht argue
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that the wearing of symbols indicative of homosexual orientation is not a

requirement of group affiliation, it has become an imperative of the gay

rights movement that identif ication as a homosexual cease to have negative

social and legal ramifications. This has led to a move on the part of many

indivlduals for in6eased visib'ility, and more vocal and discernable

affiliation by members when interacting in society at-large' Hence, for

many individuals, public identification is necessary and has become a

matter of principle and pride (as similarly pointed out previously),

Premise 3 -

Adopted or devetoped social group behaviors mimic P7wer

hierarchies present in the culture at large. Hence, social graups

strive in some way to retain gender specific behavtors that are

favorable to prestigious a/ignments witltin in-place class and

p74er hierarchies. The retention of these behaviors allows

placement of individuats in social group power structures that

are defined by behavior that is gender specific - the

appropriateness 0r inappropriateness of which is rigidly

defined.

Premise 4 -

Homosexuals are members of a large socia/ group that exists as

a denigrated subset of American culture. some male

homosexuals are identifiable as members of this social graup
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and they have ado7ted or developed behaviors that distinquish

them as members and mark them as distinct from female

hOmOsexual memberS. Hence, male homosexuals comprise a

Social gfoup 0f their lwn within the larger homosexual

cu/ture.lo

There exist, culturally and socially, expected nonms for hetenosexual male

and female behavior. These norms encompass speech behavior and are

manifested quantitatively in the differences between male and female

speech patterns within the domaln of the larger speech community and

concerning linguistic changes, such as the [r]-pronouncing norm in New York

City, and linguistic variables, such as T/D and lNG. ln support of these norms

there exist stereotypes of this behavior . Stereotypes mimic the power

structures in society. They provide exaggenations of behavior held to be

lypical for specific categories or classes of people. They have a dual

function in that they provide a means of nidicule for denigrated positions in

the hienarchy and they act as a yardstick by which to measure the expected

behavlor of indivlduals within that hierarchy. Hence, stereotypes need not

always be viewed as having a derogatory intent since they have a basis in

the reality that they both clistort and reflect. And stereotypes have been

employed extensively by the speakers in this study in order to portray the

linguistic and extra-linguistic behavidr of individuals other than

themselves.

A common stereotype of heterosexual male behavior places individuals in a

particular social class. To poptray a 'real' man you exhibit him as an
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uneducated, working class, male. One compelling aspect of this stereotype

is non-careful speech, Males are portrayed as having an exaggerated amount

of deletion, and as using much slang and obscenity. This lends support to the

thesis (contained in this paper) that stereotypic observations are based on

real behavior, since, as Labov (1990) and previous works have shown, males

are the majority employers of non-standard f orms of speech' Thls

stereotype is also narrowly defined with respect to appropriate mannerisms

and topic. (This is made clear in Section 4.) The stereotype of heterosexual

female behavior is not confined to sOcial class. Women, as a whole, are

portrayed as careful speakers, and behavior is not confined to particular

mannerism and topic but encgmpasses a large range that exists in

opposition to any behavior defined as male. The stereotypical female is

treated as if she were a member of an anonymous collective def ined strictly

by sex.

The infor-mants used in this study have provided stereotypes of homosexual

ma'les and females as well as supplying the stereotypes referred to above.

The steneotype of male homosexuals aligns these men with a female gender

model, and the stereotype of female homosexuals aligns women with a male

gender model. I I Both stereotypes are presented as denigrating to their

respecgve actors. This framework is based on the power hierarchies

operational in the at-large society. tt r'eties on two gender models - male

and female - and has as its prefenred norm, heterosexual male behavior

when this behavtol is exhibited by males. Without the operation of this

framewonk the speakers in this study would not have been able to achieve

any salience in their renditions and portnayals of other inclividuals. A male
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or female must be seen as straying far enough from the heterosexual end of

the continuum in order for him or her to appear exceptional to it. What is

also made clear by these speakers is that the manifestation of altered

behavior which has as its basis a skewed gender alignment, is indicative of

a,type'of homosexual and not necessarily applicable to the entire group.

i. Altered appearances and behavlor are manlfested but are not a

requirement for group afflliatlon-

.. The altering of appearance andlor behavior is based on individual

choice. Hen€e, the individual chooses how he or she will look and act.

This is true of many social groups, particularly those that occupy less

prestigious positions in the cultural hierarchy. llembership in a social

group that has maintained or developed cultural traditions may cause

individuals to manifest appearances and/or behaviors that can be construed

as indicating social group affiliation, but acting 0r appearing in a manner

indicative of the group's norms is not a mandate for affiliation. This is not

to ignore social pressures brought to bear 0n individuals who fail to

confOrm to mores in force within any social group which make the issue of

choice arguable on many levels. lt simply points out that less prestigious or

oppressed grgups rarely have exp'licit requirements that mat<e the display of

indicative behavior and/or appearance an imperative.

With respect to homosexual males, data from Section 4 (lmitations and

Des6iptions) points to the modif ication of behavior and appearance within
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specialized contexts, in particular,gay bars or small social gatherings made

up of friends that share the same sexual orientation. I 2 But whether or not a

behavion on appearance is displayed remains in the realm of individual

choice. One may choose the appearance and associated behavior of a 'drag

QUeen'13 at certain times and in particular places but it ts not a

nequirement for group membership or aff iliation.

. fhe altering of appearance and/or behavior may have begun by

conscious choice but the evolution of these changes within the social group

could be the result of continued association with group members who do

display adopted behaviors and appearances, and might not have occurred on a

conscious level at a// times and concerning a// behaviors. Hence, for some

individuala the manifestation of group behavior phenomena wi// occur only

in the least conservative categories where variation is recorded.

Linguistic change and variation w'ithin this social group, with furthen

study, may prove to nesemble the phenomena of change from above and

change from below that exists in the larger speech community.

Sectlons I (lNG) and2 (T/D) show all speakers to be deleting at rates closer

to those necorded for' females than for males. The resistance to consonant

clusten simplification could be viewed ds a change from above - an attempt

at reclaiming lost prestige by the use of forms that are favored in careful

(prestigious) speech.
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section 3 (tsl Duration) shows the group exceeding averages for consonant

duration in the four categories examined - the least conservative category

for the individuals being word final position. The fact that the most

conservative speakers in this group still exhibit a large amount of variation

in this category may point to inffeased [s] duration being a change from

below.

No member of the speaker group has proven entinely immune to the expgsure

to and adoption of some aspect of varying behavior, with the exception of

two speakens, for whom a homosexual identity is still problematic, all

speat<ers show a preference for what would be considered more careful

speech and for the use of standard forms' lt is this quality that sets them

apart from the nonms established for heterosexual male speakers.

. The altering of appearance and/or behavior may cause the

identification of an individual as a grlup member but that individual may

disavow an,y affiliation with the group based on that behavior. Hence, a

particular behavior may be held in such low esteem by the society at-large

that group members reftect that ideology within the group.

social groups remain part of the larger cultural network. They are thus

affected by the nonms that mandate prober gender behavior and appearance'

lf a behavior or appearance is held to be acceptable for only one genden by

implicit rule then the explicit or, in the case of stereotyping, assumed

manifestation of that behavior by the opposite gender will meet with

resistance.l4 males or f emales who violate their gender classif ication to a
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visible extent are denied access to their positions in the cultural power

hierarchy. Since by social fact females occupy a lesser position in that

hierarchy, males who act or are assumed to act like females will be denied

the power that would normally be available to them based on the fact of

their biological sex.

There is strong resistance within the male homosexual community to any

opinion or investigation that attempts to show those males exhibiting

behavior that can be (and has been) defined as female. Any attempt at

def ining variance that aligns with expectations for females is viewed as an

effort to further denigrate this group by exposing them as less than

(heterosexual) male.

The behavior held in low esteem for this speaken group is any behavior that

they can def ine as female-]ike. The stereotype of the effeminate or female-

like homosexual is one employed by these speatcers in orden to portray

and/on ridicule the behavior^ exhibited by other homosexual males' with the

exception of two speakers - the individuals from this group strongly deny

exhiblting any behavior typical of this 'type' of homosexual male although

they confirm the existence of males who, in their opinion, act like females'

The impl.ied attitude might be stated thusly: The orientation to male

homosexuality does not imply the adoptidn of female characteristics based

on the altered requinements necessary for pursuing and fulfilling sexual

relationships.l5 Homosexual males are still men' Hence' these speakers

admit aff iliation based on sexual orientation and reject aff iliation based on

particular behavior. I 6
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I Bobnitt; l97B; p.213 - taken from Chell, Elizabeth; Participation and Orpnization; 1985;
p. I 07; Ilmmillan Press Ltd. ; London and Bmingstroke.
2 Emile Durkheim.
3 This is an amal$mation of three definitions given in "stereotyry { lmqqry an_d Belief m an Ego

Oeferrce; ;.$ordon-, Rmemary; The British Journal of Psychology ; 
*34 , I 955; p,5.

4 ,Valley oirl' from the album 'Ship Arriving Tm Late To SareA_Drownin-g_Witch'; Pumpko

lndustries, Limited ; written, producad, and recorffi by Frank Z6ppa; 19E2,

S0ther than religious orgnizations, I can think of no high profile women's group that wear

clothing specific to their particular group.

6 Thls information wm obtained from an lnformant ( R t ) wno wm a partlclpant ln the Nev{ York

'bar scene', For a detailed munt of the 'Handkerchief Color Code For Lesbians' ( which is

stmllar) one can refer to Dlarv of o Conference on Sexualltv; Al&rfer, Honnah; ,Jaker, Beth;

Nelson, Marybeth; Fmulty Press; I 982; PP. I 3; from the conference 'Ihe Scholar and the

Feminl'st Torard a Poltttcs of Sexuality'; Carole S. Vance, acdemic mrdinator, Saturday, Apri'l

24, 1982, Barnard Women's Center.
7 The difference between thm is that the former dms not necessarily involve the giving and

receiving of ptrysical pain, and the latter ffi.
B Jarelry would be worn in the holes prwided by the piercing. 0f cours€, the viewing of these

parts of ine Us6/ is confined to plrces specifically alloring some messure of undress such m

bemhes, bathrmms, and some bars and spm ('Baths').
9 Unti'l the mid-serenties, homosexuality wm considered to be a perversion by the American
psfcniatric Assrciation and wm listed o such in the DS|1 ( Diagnostic-Statistical llanual). lt was

removed in I 976 but a number of the type-of-sex preferences identifid by the 'Handkerchief

Code' remain listed m perversions in this manusl, Afi to this the frct that homosexuality has bmn

and remains legislated'asinst in marry states, and the rffins for ensuring non-detection of group

members become cleor.
10 This premise is touched upon indirectly in various other sections. ln the smiologicol literature
'homosexual' End 'hgmgsoxual culture' generally refer only to males - females and female

Uenayror are pointed out m such withini discussion that treots homosexual behavior m male

behavior and inokes a dtstinction when necessary. Even the Kinsey Institute's 1990 report speaks

of nomosr*uality m a general condition inclusive of males and femoles but gm on to.discuss it
wf tn iespect to inales 6nV (wlth a feyv mides obout females). lf one wishes to refer to female

hommexirality one must Jse the word 'lesbian'. The mumptions made and im4ing done with the

words 'homdxual' 0r 'g6y' haye a male referent. Thls premise wm included for two ress0ns.

f . gvi&nca sugests tnat it is true. Given the smial fmt of male and female wial group opposition

ln the culture it--large, there is ltttle remn to belisre or expect that this opposition_is not

iepmteO oi Oisappeo.s i necause of a common oppression?) within the homosexual culture,

Z. tt mafes ctmiir that the lntent of thls study is fmUssed on male beharior and ln n0 v/ay should

it be ffiumed that arry finding are mmnt to be opplicoble to female homosexuals. ln fmt, based on

anatomy - whlch to sbme ext6nt dlctates the porometers of our sexual posslbllttim.and to a greot

extent iefines the identities we 618 able to sriccessfully portray - male and female homosexual

gmts anO behartors are necessarily different. Hence, the paths they chffi to mhieve those gmls

ind manifest thm behariors will be different. ln the interests of clarity and to offer a modicum of

proof for premise 4, this can be said:

[f a smiat group can be defined by the individuals who are members of it, so to can the plm
where memOer's meet be used to ad to tfre knorrrl@ compiled about the workings of the group'

Bmed on observation, fieldrrork, and the tmtimonies of this gmker grolP, male and female

nommexusls gener.aliy do not wialize together. The 'bar' or 'night club' environment hm bmn
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for many yars the stanrhrd meetlng Eou$ for lntlivittuals from this saial gr09P. f .'gay 
bar'-is a

male bar. An mtabtisrrmint tili;{;{ to females is called E 'women's bar' or a 'lesbian bar', Bars

that cater to a varied ;iffiir]; har; women's nights and men 's nights ( and some hare 'stralght'

.iqhtr), Niix #i riiri uutlnJ patrons includr hetermxuals. Out of the nine hommxual

sp[ifeis, none have a;t grd d;l6ng term frien6 who are lesbians, ond.only two - D2.and K I ,

who are lorers - n*r'i*'o *drint,irces who are lesbians (and lq/ers) that they smialize with

iniirquln1y. By the miioif ty oplnign.9l this speaker group,.lesbians and gay men operate m

il#fiilrpd nanlng',rfy ine Oetinition of their sexusl orientation and their oppression in

comm0n.
I r lt must be kept in mind that the prwailing stereolypes.in the. culture at large are what is mttve

nere. section + witt irio* tnJ*oiecompticaied modei inat is mtually used within the particular

smialgroup
l2 Envirorrments such m these are non-thrmtening. ln other words, the individuals glhered there

are nommxual males, or frlends and rcqualntances who p06s n0 danpr to aryones well-being

[nrougn negative ottitudes or otherwise unmptable behavior.

t 3 A 
,drag qreen' is a hommxual male who dresses in women's clothing and otherwise,

tmprr-*-ni,tE-inr uinauloioia remote. This identification isspecific to homosaxual moles. The

terin ,iiinsyestite' iJnoi useo m often. A tranwestite is defined as a plfPn who dresses in the

iioining oi tni opporiie seiln WiUster's Nelv World Dictionary, I 980. Hence, by prwailing

smial definition, tranwesiiim is no[gender specific nor sexual orientation speciftc with respect

to the mtor. But the nmencan psychidtric Rssrciation lists tranwmtism m the wearing of female

,loinjng Oy mates An interesting'analysis of this dichotomy mlght be pursued'

I a tt is tmportant to remember that stereotypiry cagP behaviors to be asumed of certain

catEoiles lnO Ctasses of persons whether or not that beha/ior is manifested.

iiii ir specificslly the sexual mpect that is at issue. lt is the pursuit and practice of sex with the

*ri niorog,cat pioer tnit is net'o in contempt. And it.'is the prrctice of a specific type of sex th0t

nus Oeen anO stiit is,-in-rnany sta[es, legislatbd apinst. The pursuit, by malm, of other mal6'

exclusive cgmpany uno piulohrr intimacv hm nev-er been vrervred m threatening in or by the culture

at-lar6.
ro tt iia shame that varionce from gender norms is held in such contempt and vlewed.m such a

tnreotlv lni culture'ai-iii} tnit i'ndividuals are forced by smial prrylf t0.delv dwelopments

in their wial group. And lt is an s{en grmter shame that ail gr0ups hold females in such contempt

inai [o ne afigned witL them on any leyel causes such intense respgns€s'
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The speaker gnoup was made up of nine male homosexuals and one male

heterosexual.l Their ages ranged from 26 years to 42 years. Specif ically,2

homosexuals and the single heterosexual male were 26 year^s old; I subject

was 29; l was 31, l was 33; 2 were 38; l was 40; and l was 42. Four

subjects were of ltallan descent; three were WASP (this is how they

described themselves); one was Puerto Rican and EgyptiaU one waS

Austrian/Hungarian and lrish; and one was Jewish. Dialectically, f ive were

from New York - I Manhattan, 3 Brooklyn, I upper-state; three were from

Massachusetts - 2 from Boston, I from East Longmeadow; one was from

wilmington, Delaware; ?frd one was from New Britain, connecticut. Their

social class background and present income level varied from working class

to upper middle class, and their educational range was from high school only

to 2* years of graduate school.

All the speakers with the exception of T2 and DI are men I have known for

at least two years.2 They are friends of mine - not simply acquaintances'

They wene chosen aS my speaker group f or three reasons: l' I had immediate

access to them; 2. I tcnew any speech collected from them would be informal

and social group specific. Hence, it would be likely to contain linguistic

phenomena indicative of their group.3, They range individually in speatcing

styles. Some speak informally all the'time and some have a very careful

style of speaking, All of them change styles notlceably when they are within

their own social group i.e' homosexual.

?a
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Table l.l suppltes specifics about the speakers. Biographical information

on each speaker is contained in the appendix.

Table l.l - lnformants

I The heterosexual male informant was used only in Section 4 - lmitations and Dmriptions.
2'12andDl -metwhendoinganother interview;R3,D2- l6years;RI - 8years,TI,R2,Kl -
6years;0l,Bl -2years.

SPEAKER AOE PRINCIPLE

RESIDENCE

EDUCATION BIRTH -
PLACE

CLASS.

MISED

CLASS-

CURRENT

RI 42 CT COLLE6E NYC WC WC

TI 26 BOSTON COLLE6E+ BOSTON LIlC LIlC

R2 26 BOSTON HI6H

SCHOOL

BOSTON LHC LIlC

T2 33 UPPER NY

STATE

2YR

TECH.

UPPER NY

STATE

UNC LNC

D1 40 CT HIGH

SCHOOL

NYC WC t1c

D2 38 CT COLLE6E t1A t1c LIlC

KI 29 CT I YR TECH CT WC LNC

GI 3r DE COLLEGE NYC WC WC

R3 38 DE COLLEGE+ DE WC LHC

BI 26 DE COLLE6E NYC t1c LIlC



OBSERVED PHENO}IENA

Four areas were investigated for distinguishing phenomena - T/D; ING; [s]

duration; and lmitations and Descriptions,

T/D - Percentages of deleted T/D, unreleased T/D, and released T/D were

coded for speakers Rl, 61, Dl, D2, Kl, T2, and Tl. Speakers R3, R2, and Bl

were not coded for. Speaker R2 and Ri had less than l0 tokens, and speaker

Bl is a heterosexual male and hence, not included. There were no reliability

tests done with respect to the coding.

ING - Distinctions were made for [ingl=velar and [ln]=alveolar only. All

speech fnom all speakers was coded.0nly speakers with N=>10 tokens were

included. There were no reliability lests done with respect to the coding.

lsl duration - The voiceless fricative [s] was measured for duration at four

points - wond initial, word final, intenvocalic, and pre-consonantal for

speaker Rl. At Ieast five tokens of each were collected from a spontaneous

(and contlnuous) discounse, Random tokens of tsl were collected fnom

speakers Kl, D2, and Tl.

lmitations and Descriptions - Any speal<er who provided an imitation of

homosexual or hetenosexual speech wa5 included in this section. Also

included were comments made by speakers about their own social group

members or members of social groups other than their own, All imitations

22
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interviewer with theor desrlPtlons collected were

exception of the speaker Gl.



SECTION I

rN6

Iwo distinctions onlv were made for ll'lG tok'ens - alveolar [ln] or.d1veiar

[1nq]

As a group the total tot<.ens present werejN=243; where
/

llnl=-161 18.9%.,'
..J

lndividuallv:

66 were verbs.

IinqXverb)=927, of

lingl= 197181.1% and

Rl - l,l=71; where Iinq]=65l90'4% and Unl=7/9,6%

D 1 - ll= lO; where Iinq]= 10,'10073 and Iln]=Oi 0%

Kl - I'J=jB; where linq)=24/63.2% and Iln]= 1 1/36.8i;

T 1 - l,i=22; where Iinq]=7/31.8% and Iln]= l5/e,8,21i

D2 - l"l=28; where Linq)=22/78.67,% and Iln1=6/21'1%

R3 - N= 1 6; where Iinq]= 15i 100I. and Iln]=0/0%

6t - N=56, where Iinq1=5"rr2.8% andUn)=4/7.2%l

For speaker Rl,'1 tot<ens of [ln] wene verbs2 and 3 were uses of the word

'fuckinq'as an adjective i.e. fuckinq thing. And 47 instances of lingl out of

Hence, f or t,l(verb)=5 1 - N(verb)=70% of total l-l;

total N(venb); and Iln](v0rb)=57% of total N([lnJ)=7'

For speal<,er Dl, where N=10 and Iinq]=100% all tokens wene verbs'

?4
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Forspeaker Kl, li tokens of [lnJ out of 14 were verbs and I was an adverb

i.e. awful smelling cologne. Two tokens of UnJ were part of an imitation of

heterosexual male speech i.e. doing. And l9 instances of [ing) out of 24 were

verbs. Hence, for N(verb)=32 - N(verb)=84?, of total N; [ingl(verb)=59% of

total N(verb); and IlnXverb)=93%of total N([lnl)=14'

For speaker Tl, 12 tokens of [ln] were verbs,2 were uses of the word

'fucking' as adverbial intensifiers 'i.e. I fucking hate, and I was an adjectival

use of the word'fucking' i.e. worst fucking tipper. And 7 instances of [ingl

out of 7 were verbs. Hence, for N(verb)=|9 - N(verb)=86% Of tOtal N;

lingyverb)=37%of total N(verb); ancl IlnJ(verb)=80% of total N([ln])=15.

For speaker D2, all 6 tokens of [ln] were verbs. And 17 instances of [ingl out

of 22 were venbs. Hence, for N(verb)=2f - N(verb)=12% of total N;

Ilngl(verb )=74% of total N(verb); and IlnJ(verb)= 100% of total N([ln])=6.

For speaker R3, where N= 16 and Iing)= 100% all tokens were verbs'

For speaker Gl , all 4 tokens of [ln] were verbs and of those 4 tokens' 3

tokens of tlnl were part of imitations done of heterosexual male and

homosexual female speakers. And 40 lnstances of [ing) out of 52 were verbs'

Hence, for N(venb)=44 - N(verb)=79% of total N; [ing](verb)=91% of total

N(verb); and Iln](verb)= 100% of total N([ln])=4'



For the group,39 tokens of N[ln]=46 were verbs. And 156 instances if lingl

out of 197 were verbs. Hence, for N(verb)=195 - N(verb)=80.214 of total N;

lingl(verb)=80% of total N(verb); and Itnl(verb)=85% of total Nlln]=46.

Table 2.1 - [ingl [ln]ez., -
SU&.|ECT N= Nlinql [[inql Nllnl f,tlnl

RI 73 66 90.4 7 9.6

DI l0 r0 r00 0 0

KI 38 24 63.2 t4 36.8

TI 22 7 3 r.8 15 6E.2

D2 28 22 78.6 6 21.4

R] I6 l6 r00 0 0

6t 56 52 928 4 7.2

CROUP 243 197 8t It 6 r 8.9r
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Social class and educational level do not seem to be a determining facton in

Iln] productlon when looked at on an individual Ievel, For example - Speaker

Tl (68% [ln]) has four years +2 of co'llege and ls from a lower middle class

background (and pr'esently, lower middle class income group). Speaker Kl

$6.8% [ln]) has one year technlcal school, is from a working class

background, and is presently in a white collar job with a middle class

income level. Speaker Rl (9.6% [ln]) has four years college, a working class

background, and presently, a working clas's income level.

Since the style is informal for all interviews it cannot be used to dlscern

differences in tNG production. But based on my knowledge of each speaker

and thelr style of speech, and given the context of the particular

Table2.2-f,verb

SUB.JECT Nllnl VERB o
lo Nlinql VERB ta

RI 7 4 57 66 47 7l

DI 0 t( * IO t0 100

KI l4 t3 93 24 I9 79

TI l5 t2 80 7 7 r00

D2 6 6 100 22 t7 77

R3 0 * * l6 r6 r00

6r 4 4 r00 52 40 77

6ROUP
46 59 85r t97 t56 79r.
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conversations tt'ls my intuit'ion that for speaker Rl style shifting depending

on context and listener would turn out to be a determlning factor in ING

production. For the other speakers t do not believe it would influence the

percentage of [ln) significantly. As a group these speakers have a ]ower

percentage of Iln] producilon (18.98) than would be expected wltt'r respect

to thelr sex.5

A f inal comment must be made concerning two inf ormants. speat<ers T I and

Kl had the highest percentage of [ln] in their speech - 68,2% and 36'8%

respectively. These percentages are within the reported range for their

gender (dependent, of course, on other criteria such as social class and

educational Ievel). These speakers had very focussed heterosexual

identities and were in their mid-twenties bef ore they reported any

conscious awareness of their homosexuality. Each of them experienced a

noticeable and painful disconnection with their former careers, life-styles,

and social networ^ks as a result of announcing their homosexuality to family

and friends, For speaker Kl, his former heterosexual identity is still

problematic for him. For speaker T l, the association of his prior career

path - dentistry - with his prior heterosexual identity is negative enough

that he wtll not even conslder the posslbility of resuming his education in

that area, He has, in fact, recently changed his geographic location to

California in order to pursue an academic career path in a health related

f ield. ln his private life Kl rejects any aff iliation with behavior that might

be construed to be less than appropriate'masculine'behavior' Tl, on the

othen hand, has not chosen to limit himself in this area and has opted for a

much larger behavioral continuum wllhin which to express himself '
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This raises two primary questions. 1. What effect might their prolonged and

strong heterosexual identlties have had on them within thts and other areas

of their speech behavior? 2, What continued effect can be expected given the

opposltion of both speakers to the fact of their capacity for bisexuality and

their very different nesponses to it? Kl's speech patterns have proven to

be much more conservatlve wlth respect to varlatlon and dlfference from

gender norms than Tl's, And Tl's affiliation with his chosen social group is

much more visjble and vocal than Kl's. These issues need to be pursued in

conjunctlon with further examinations of the tNG variable.

1 Speakers T2 and R2 are not included since they each had less than N= I 0 tokens.

2 The usa of the term 'verb' mmns verbs and verb forms ln venbal syntmtlc positlons only. No

prunds are included.
3 lnvesilstions of the literature and reports from Labov's 560 courseover the ymrssupport

this. 0il;lass - I 985 - reports these percentages - group I llales 33S, Females l68; group 2

Niies 698, Females 488; broup 3 llaies 628, Femalx 428; group 4-llales 628, Females

+OX. nvo Males 56,58 fernates 36.8. ln addition, the one heterosexual speoker interviewed -
g i -'snowed N=55, Iing]=467738, Iln]= 15/27fi. B I is a very careful speaker with four years

rof try anO a pmt onb pr&nt middleclms affiliation, He hm also worked hard of erming all

iiui oi hii brmklyi,, New York dtalectical background from his spmh, As a radig show host he

is virV awa.e of nisspeech patterns. Even so, his percentap of I ln] production ts higher than the

hommxual male grouP,



SECTION 2

TID

The f irst lape to be analyzed was of speaker Ri. lnitial investiqations

pointed to an unexpectedlv low nate of T,tD deletion in an'i category. I The

actual numberE were - where N=331 ; releases - :0 i ,'618,

unreleased,lqlottalized - 111,'3{Ta, deleted - 16,'58.

Thlnkinq thiE miqht be a phenomenon common to the qroup, the other tapes

were examtned.0nlv speakens wlth ll : 15 tokens were included, Speakers Rj

and Rl were, thus, eliminated.2 Speaker 81 is a heterosexual male and

hence, his results are also not included.

Table 3,1 shows the overall negults of the cod'inq. The cateqory 'unreleased'

contains tokens of the type 'unreleased' and 'qlottalized',

fft
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Table 3.1 - Percent Deletlon

Speakep Rl has the lowest rate of deletlon in the group - 576, Speak'ers Kl

and Tl, as was also seen ln the sectlon concernlng the varlable lNG, have

the hlghest rates of deletlon 1n the group - 2614 and 2716 respectively. The

rate of deletlon for the group as a whole was 12%.3

As a group - a 12r^rate of deletlon is low - especially considering that thls

ls a group made up of males only and ln llght of all the pnlor llterature on

de'lelon rates for males. Neu il980) found a signif icant dlfference between

rates of deletlon for males $1.2?i and females (24,1%). Conslderlng the

rates of the subjects lndlvidually, none are simplifylng clusters at rates

cgrrespgndlng to thelr sex. All lnformants are deletlng at rates be'low 0r

closer to those reconded for females.4

SU&JECT tr DELETED UNRELEASED RELEASED

RI 35t t6 5r r 14 34f,. 201 6l r
TI 26 7 27r r0 38r 9 55r

6t 5l t2 24r, l2 24r. 27 s3r

T2 87 16 l8r 53 38r 38 34f,

D2 53 8 t5r 20 58r 25 47r,

DI 43 I l9r t2 28r, 23 55r

KI 27 7 267 t0 37r, r0 37r,

6ROUP 6t8 74 tzr 2l t 34r 535 54r
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The following table (3,2) shows the percentages of deletion with respect to

preceding consonant. The five categories listed reflect all the environments

in which simplification occurred. The categories (-n't) and (-nd) have been

left separate (even though both concern preceding [n]) to show the

distinction in the percentages of deletion between them. tn the case of the

negative contraction (n't) the subjects favored glottalization or unreleased

over deletion.
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Table 3.2 Precedl Consonant

The rate of deletion for the group dereased in frequency in the following

order:

eJ.
DELET I ON -st -n't -nd _td lklt
RI
r 6(sr)

5 0 7 4 0

5lI * 44r 25r *

TI
7Q7ZI

6 0 I 0 0

86r * t4z * *

6t
I2(o4Z)/

l2 0 0 0 0

I 00t * * .* *

T2
r 6fi 8r)

I 5 I 2 0

50r 3rr 6r t3r *

D2

8( r sr)
7 I 0 0 0

87.sr 12.54 x * *

DI
8( r 9r)

5 0 2 0 I

62.57 * 25r, * lz.sz
KI
7126e

4 2 0 0 I

57r, 29fi * * t4x
6ROUP

74U2Z)
47 7 t2 6 2

63.5t 9.5t t6t 8r 3r
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lsl - voiceless fricat'ive (63.5%) > [n] - word final nasal (16W > [n'] -

negative contractlon (9,5%) ) [l] -'liquid (8%) > [k] - velar stop (3%),

With the exception of speaker R1, preceding [s] was the least conservative

environment for deletion for each individual and preceding [kJ was the most

conservative environment. Out of a total of 47 tokens of [s] preceding an

lnstance of deletion,2l or 45% were from the word'just'. lndlvidually, the

numbers concerning tokens from the word 'just' are:

Rl -0outof5=0%

Tl - I out of 6= 17%

Gl -'l0out of 12=83P,

T2-2outof8=25?

D2-3outof7=43?

Dl - I out of 5=209.

Kl -4outof 4= 100%

Recalculating the percentages without the tokens from the word 'just' does

not change the overall orden of deletion rates for the preceding phonemes.

The group still deletes with decreasing frequency in the order [s] > [n] > [n'] >

lll > tkl. This result is similar to the,results fnom Neu (1980) where for

males lsibilant]/44.276 > [nasal]/33.4% > [stop]/30'B%' And it corresponds to

previous studies reported by Guy (1980) where the probabllity for deletion

is higher when [sJ precedes (this is irrespective of genden conslderations)'
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The difference for this group is the rate of deletlon for each category' This

is most likely affected by the followlng factors:

'1, the small number of tokens collected - speaker Rl, from whom the

greatest number of tokens was collected, shows a dlf ferent result - R l [n] >

tsl > tll > [k]. Trre rate of deletion and the order of the category hierarchy

may be signif icantly altered with the collection of larger numbers of tokens

and within a larger speaker group.

2. the group as a whole favored unreleased or glottalization with respect to

a precedlng negat'ive contnaction - [n']. This effect may show a preference

for deleilon in other environments based on extra-llngulstlc conslderatlons.

It will be seen in the section on'lmltations and Descriptions'that cluster

simplification in negative contractions is highly marked as a heterosexual

male trait for some of these speakers.

Finally, Table i.i (next page) shows the effect on deletion of the following

Segment for three environmentS - cOnsOnant, pause, and vowel' The results

f or the group correspond to Labov ( 1975) with respect to following

consonants and vowels - c > v. The above speaker group showed a deffeasing

rate of frequency in this order - lC]consonant > [Q]pause > [V]vowel. With the

exception of speaker Rl in the category concerning a preceding liquid (Rl -

tlL tcl or tVl ) [0]), all speakers showed rates of deletion decreasing in

order lcl/75% > [0]/ l4%) [VUB% in all categories'
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Table 3.5 - Followlng Segment

Total all categories:
deletlon N=74( l2Z)
consonantlCl=S8/78t pauselQl=lOl I 4Z vowellVl=6lBZ

C=consonant ause V=vowel

RI

on

TI

Z

6l
o
na

T2

7

D2

7

DI

t

KI

ft
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ln conclusion, two specific facts emerge from the data concerning the

variabie T/D for this social group,

l. These speakers are deleting at a much lower frequency - individually

and as a group - than is generally expected for their biological sex.

2, When they do simplify clusters these speakers do it in environments that

parallel norms found in largen, more varied populations and the patterns

they exhibit correspond to established expectations for their biological sex.

It might also be of use to make mention of what could be called an intuitive

obsenvation of a general speech pattern exhibited by these spea]<ers.

After initial coding and upon repeated listening to the tapes it became

apparent that the frequency of T/D retention in neutralized environments

and within excluded categories seemed high. Speakers Rl, Dl, D2, Rl, and Gl

often favored full release of T/D (wlth non-conservative following

environmentS) for the wOrds 'and' and 'but'. lt waS alSo the caSe for

clusters preceding [t], [d], and [th]*/-voice that a release of f lnal T/D could

be heard distinct from and prlor to the onset of [t], [d], or [th]. These

environments are not normally coded for.S

These observations seem feasible when

rate for the group as a whole and could

speaking for this social group.

consldered with the l2% deletion

point to a more precise manner of
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Wlthin the category of T/D and in general, it might also prgve useful to

measure the duration and lntensity of the release, and the duration and

.intensity of the aspiration present in these two particular consonants and

others, The articulation in the speech of these particuiar speakers may be

noticeable simply because it lasts longer than we expect lt to' Some

examples: Tl had an instance of a word'initlal [t] followed by a vowel that

measured 2jlmsec to the voice onset time of the following vowel, The

energy of this consonant ranged from 4-5Khz - indicatlng fronting of the [t)'

Rl tokens of [t] ranged from a low of l22msec to a high of 196msec with

energy in the range of 4.5-5.5KHz giv'lng an average of l4Smsec for word

initial [t] totlowed by a vowel. umeda (1977) puts word initial [t] followed

by a vowel at 77msec. (No mention is made of energy') Rl had an instance of

a word f inal [t] preceded by a consonant that measured lS4msec where

release=J0msec, aspiration= 104msec, and energy ranged from 4'5-5'5KHz'

Umeda Ug77) has measured word final [t] preceded by a consonant at

43msec. And Rl tokens of [sh] also exceed the average I 1 Bmsec recorded by

Umeda. Tokens from Rl range from 110msec to l66msec with an average of

l4Smsec and energy, again, in the 4.5-5.5KHz range. The consonant duration

for these tok,ens from Tl and Rl is always greater than Umeda's given

numbers and ln some of these cases is at least three times the average

recorded bY frim.6

Further^ investigations of T/D

concerns ln thelr research.

for this social group should include these
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r t dld not run varbrule on this data. I dld emplol the conventions stan&rd to collecting tokens of

T lD,
2 spearer R2 hm a slight stutter, Becaus therg w6 n0 way to discsrn the effct of this on mpects

of rii; $Ctiprmucti'o'n'irllJincruoeo only tn the stion on'lmitations and Desmiptions',

s a*ro tha moloriry of the tokens ( 548 ) were obtained from speoker L t y!"'o had a deletion

,^jtj Jr o,irv si, ine t zH eretlon rate m6/ s€em lor. ln fmt, normalization ( W averruing tl''

il;;6#ir*ults in J orrlt,dn rJte 0f 'l'98. But since the fmus of this investigation ts

nrimarilv imoressionLlil anJintrnffi to be used m a tml to aid further study, the deletion rate

il;'iffi sJd;il*i;G rie"td in this lisht and will be discussed mrdinslv'
4 This group also rmembles Neu's with rmpect to ducational leiel. See Table I ' I this paper and

Neu, Helene; 1980; P. 39.
5 one could make a general rule and say thot these speakers appmred to have a higher incidence of

.rr*o- *nr; vftDIt C_, No coding wm done to confirm this hypothesis.

6 See Umeda, Norlko; Consonant Duratlon in Amerlcan Engllsh; Journal of theAcoustlcal Soctety of

America;Vol, 6l , No 3,l1arch 1977



SECTION ]
[S] DURATION

A Drevailinq stereotype of homosexual male speech portr^a'/s qav males as

iispinq. 'Lispinq' is f ormallv def ined as the 'def ecttve produclion of the

sibilant sounds, caused bV rmproper tonque placement or bv abnormalitles of

the articulatory mechanisrfl,'l ln American Enqlish,'lispinq' is considered

defectrve speech - somethlnq one seeks to correct. One miqht wellask whal

has led to the enlrenchlnq of a stereotype lhat is s0 specific and s0

locussed on a sinqle aspect of speech behavior Without lendinq redence to

what has b,ecome a deroqaton'/ portrayal of lhe speech of members of this

social qroup, thrs Eection seells to examine the phenomena of [s] duration for

four speakers. What was iniliallv noticed by listeninq to the tapes and what

was found throuqh phonetic measurements mav not dislodge the stereotype

but 1t certainlv sheds liqht on the misinterpretation of speech behavior that

it turns out to be

Thrs sectron relies for comparison on the numbers available in Umeda

{1977) as did the precedinq section, l[ i5 important to poinl ou[ some

detaiis of Umeda's study that certatnly influenced the ranqe of averaqes

reconded by him. Umeda used data obtained from a twenty minute readinq of

a supplied essay by a sinqle male speat<er. The readinq presumably took

place 1n a laboratory settinq. llo inforrrlation concerning age,ethntc and

dialectical backqrounds, educational Ievel, social class, nOn sexual

orientation of the reader are availahle in the paper. Ihe first five issues

have been proven to affect lhe production and evolulion of linquistic

4Q
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expectation that the blological sex of the speaker affects speech behavior,

as does style of speech and audience. lf the hypotheses and the flndings in

this paper are correct on any level, the above issues could prove to be

crucial to the validity of a study such as Umeda's since they would influence

any results,2

Hence, the numbers available in Umeda should be viewed from a perspective

that takes into consideration the above points. They are effective for

comparison but should not be considered binding for any populatlon at-large

since the focus is namow, the setting highly structured, and the data

constrained because of the use of one speaker about whom we know llttle.S

Table 4, t shows the averages of measurements taken from f our subjects.

All tokens were taken from content words as defined by Umeda 1977).

Subjects Kl and Tl were included because their results have consistently

differed from other group membens. D2 and Rl were included since their

speech carried the most prominent mar'kers of thls type, As an lmmediate

comparison between chosen speakers and to potnt out the varlance among

members of this group, one token of [s] follows that was taken fnom an

ldentical word in a similar syntactlc envinonment from two speakers. D2

and Kl both had tokens ln the word'basically'. Dl had [s]=l42msec with

energy ranging from 4-5.5KH2, and Kl, had [s]=86msec with energy ranging

from 3.5-5KHz.
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Table 4.1 A I duratlon ln msec

x T I , in imitating a friend, had an initial [s] duration of 338msec and a pre-

consonantal token of 537msec, lf these are excluded from his avenage the

numbers are Il2.75msec and I15,5msec respectively.

xxT I had one token of [s]1. Umeda's average for this categony is 90msec.

This token is excluded from the 1 i5.5msec average given above and the

average for the group.

lndividually, Kl is the most conservative speaker and Rl is the least

conservative. This is furthen illustnated in Table 4.2 which gives the tokens

of gneatest duration for each speaker-.4 Kl has consistently been the most

conservative speaker in this group.S 0nly in the category of word f inal [s]

has he adopted a pattern of speech resembling the other members of this

e s a

Speaker lnltlal
lslV

Flnal
Vlslt

Pre-cons.
lsltr

lnter-voc.
V'[slV

TI 157 8*/ 112.7

5

t4 256x/ 115.5 140

D2 145 141.75 135.5 142

KI 98 r69 75 86

RI 178,6 195.5 127.4 r37.5

Group r33.6 164.9 r 13.4 131 I

Umetla

u977)
129 95 65xx 120
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social group, Kl's averages in the categories word inltial [s] and inter-

vocalic [s] are well below the averages given in umeda (-31msec/24?" and -

34msec/2g,3%,respectively), ln the category inter-vocalic [s] his average is

75msec (or +10msec/ 15.4%) compared to Umeda's qiven of 65msec'6 Rl' on

the other hand, exceeds all other speakers for [s] durat'ion in the categories

word initial [s] ano word f inal [s], and is exceeded only by speaker D2 in the

other two categories. As table 4.2 points out, Rl's tOkens of greatest

duration exceed ail other gr'up members in al'r categories, speaker T 1 is

arso showing a consistency for variation from the group found in previous

sections. He also shows an alignment with the group in the category word

f inal [s]. The energy ranges fon each speaker for these tokens wer-e: Rl - 4'5-

(above 5.5KHz); D2 - 4.5-5.5KHz; Tl - 4-5KHz; Kl - 3'5-4'5KHz'

Tok atest duratlon in msec

As a grouP, these sPeak'ers show

this orderr

a preference for increased [s] duration in

Is] f inal > [s] initial > [s] inter-voc. > [s] pre-cons'

Table 4.2 eno e

Soeaker lnitial Final Pre-cons lnter-voc

RI 487 330 224 151

TI 1 56/33Ex 200 122/531x 140

D2 145 162 r55 142

KI 98 196 75 B6

Umeda's averages Proceed thus:
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lsl initial > [s] inter-voc. > [s] f inat > [s] pre-cons'

Using Umeda's averages aS a norm, this group exceeds those averages by the

follow'ing percentages and in the following order:

pne-cons.74.46%> final 73.5776 > inter-voc.9% > initial 3'6%

lslt* Vlsl:r V'[s]V [s]V

The categories with the least amount of variation are inter-vocalic - V'[s]V,

and word initial tsl - tslv. These categories align closely enough to Umeda's

avenages that the difference of 3.6% or 9% may not prgve signif icant in a

1apger study. But it does seem apparent that the significance 0r ngn-

significance will depend on the truth or falsity of at least two findings:

L Whether or not these percentages increase or decrease for the group and

remain constant in the results of a larger study'

2. lf an in6ease or decrease is constant for the grgup, whether or not the

ear is sensitive enough to discern a difference in speaker (and/or consonant)

based on a dlfference in percentage increase or decrease of duration'

And the fact remains that the group's averages exceeded umeda's in all

categories, These small percentage differences may also be seen as

evidence for a preference for increased duration of [s] in all word positions
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forwith phonetic and timing constraints limiting the amount of increase

certain categories.T

The categories that show the greatest difference from Umeda's given

averages and are hence, the most marked for these speakers are pne-

consonantal [s] ([s]tr) and wond f inal [s] (V[s]*). ln the sections concerning

the variables ING and T/D, it was shown that nates of deletion were much

lower for this gt oup than is expected for their sex. lt was also shown that

[he environments whene deletion did occur aligned with known norms for the

general population and for their sex (i,e. they deleted where we expect to

find deletion, just not as often as we expect males to delete). lf the small

amounts of data contained in this study can expose this expected trend in

this group then it is logical to assume that the low deletion rates and

increased [s] duration in these cateqonies point to an adoption of a

particular speech behavior by that group. ln othen words, given a lange study

of [s] duration (and other consonant duration) done with this social group

there is reason to expect that these two categories will prove to be highly

marked for increased [s] duration and penhaps increased consonant duration

in general. And the evidence for this viewpoint is given added weight when

the prevailing stereotype of male homosexual speech (lisping) is examined

as to it's evolution using the findings of this section.

LISPIN6
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The 74% inmease in [s] duration in word final position can be employed to

help explaln the misintenpretation of this social group's speech behavior

that the stereotype of 'lisping' seeks to mimic.

What actually seems to be happening with these subjects in these two

categories is a lengthening and fnonting of [s]. As was pointed out in the

previous section on T/D, these speak,ers have a longer consonant duration

than recorded averages would seem to predict. They also show much fronting

- a phenomena currently being investigated for an association with female

speech and one that has been associated with stereotypes thereof, and

possibly, the necessany physical result of maintaining [sJ for a longer time

period,S

Although stereotypes are often denogatory and rely for their focus 0n an

exaggerated mimicking of a particular behavior or behaviors, they must have

some basis in reality to be salient to the interpreten and the audience,

lf the above data is at all reflective of a pattern of speech present in the

at-lange social group of homosexual males then this particular stereotype

intenpnets the fronting and increased dunation of [s] as llsping - the

evolution of [s] a voiceless alveolar fricative into [th] a voiceless dental

fricative - a different phoneme altoge[her. lf this is true then what would

appear to be most salient to the interpreter in this case is the actual

consonant duration in final position and the effect of frontinq (which

nesults in a higher frequency energy pattern).
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For the four categories above, Umeda's averages for [thJ (-voice) are: word

final tthl = l00msec; word initial [th] = llgmsec; inter-vocalic tthl =

I tgmsec; and pre-consonantal tthl = 2Omsec. (Previous def initions of

categories were used.)

Word f inal [th] is 5msec/5.3% longen than wond f inal [s], And because [th] is

produced with the tongue touching the back of the teeth or with the tongue

between the teeth, it is more fronted than [sJ normally is.

Though 5msec or 5.3% may not seem a great enough incnease in duration to

justify the interpnetation of [s] as [th], word f inal [s] is a category in this

group that shows a74% increase in duration. lf the category word final [sJ

were not so distinctive a category for this group then the 5.3% inmease in

duration for [th] might be ignored, As it stands in light of the above facts,

the longer duration of [th] must be considered as important an aspect in the

evolution of this steneotype as fronting (which actually changes the

physical position of the articulator).9 Also, if [s] dunation for this social

group consistently exceeds the norm for the larger, more general population

by great enough percentages then it also most likely exceeds Ith] duration in

all categories (since [th] duration is less than [s] duration in all categories

except one). lf we assume that the ear is sensitive enough to pick up a

durational difference between mgre,conservative [s] pr^oduction and tthl

production then [s]'s that are consistently longer in word final position

than Ith]'s (where Is]=95msec, Ith]= l00msec) could lead to a longer word

final [s] being heard as a Ith]. This is especially compelling when considered

with the effects of fronting - a change in the place of articulation and in
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the position of the articulator - and higher frequencies. Hence, by this view,

ingeased duration added to frontlng causes [s] in word final position to

assim'ilate in the ltsteners mind to [th]. ln other words, the mind of the

listener chooses tthl by default since it is the only phoneme of similar

duration and place of articulation in its repertoire. Considered wlth the

dynamics of social control that generate the creation of categories and

hlenarchies of peop'le, this is fertile ground for the evolution of a

stereotype, i 0

It is important to remember that the perception of an event is largely

controlled by the details of the cultural construct through which it is

inter^preted, There should be no argument that homosexuality in this culture

is not held in much esteem. And there should be no argument that lisping -

the production of tthl in place of [s] - is considered handicapped or impaired

speech.

Given this and the above facts about [s] duration fon this social group, it is

not diff icult to imagine the mapping of a misinterpreted [s]=[th] onto other

word positions by listeners already biased toward a negative view of this

group due to cultural mores. And because this bias can be seen to exist 1n a

causal relation to the behavioral expectations imposed on this group by

soc.iety that require a real or imagined exhibition of female identity

characteristics, the dynamics of the interaction between phonetic concerns

and social riteria become clearen and more compelling. Since a stereotype

often focuses 0n 6ne particular behavior and enlanges it so that it

overwheims all other behaviors (as in a caricature, one feature - perhaps a
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nose - becomes the focus of the enttre picture) it is a relatively short step

from [th] in word final position (where [s] should be) to a speech behavior

that is defined by a speech defecl - lisping.l l Wfrat we have is a perfect fit
for a derogatory stereotype imposed on a demeaned social group - defective

people defined by defective speech. The group being so often imitated as

such that the truth has long since been obliterated.

And all this motivated by the adoption of a pattern of speech that allows

longer durations of [sJ in some word positions by members of a particular

social group.

ln conclusion, this section has pointed out two things:

l. These speakers are showing a strong prefenence for inreased isl

duration in word f inal (V[sJ#) and pre-consonantal ([sJt*) positions,

2. The weli-entrenched stereotype of the'lisping'homosexual male has been

motivated by the fact of (l), the dynamics of perceived social reality, and

the general nules by which a stereotype is created to focus on

di ff erent=devi ant behavior.

I 'Handbook of Spech Pathology and Audiology'; dited by Travis, Edrrard Lee; Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Educational Division, Meredith Corporation; Nar York , New York ; I 97 I ; pp. I 5. This bmk
lists nine types of oral lisps and four types of nmal lisp ( pp,739). There are three main types of
Itsp- l.lingual,frontol,dental,orrnterdentol,Here'soup'willsoundlike'thoup',2, lateral.
Here 'soup'will have a 'slushy'sound much like a misused tll, 3. nasal, Here 'sh€'may sound
like'thoup'. This paper makes reference to ( l). Thesemonomic dist'inctionsconcrrning'lisp'are
found in lletter, E. Jeffre/; Spmh Disor&rs; lledical & Scientific Bmks, Spectnum Publications,
New York; I 985; pp 78-79.
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2 Ume&called his paper 'Consonant duration in American English'implying that the results are
applicable to all speakers of American English. lt wm o surprise to me to find thot he used one
spmker only and twenty minutes of careful speech, lt was also interesting that Umeda chose a male
speoker, American males are known to have very conservative styles of speech when compared to
males from other cultures. Perhaps Umeda wantd a smaller range of variotion and hence, chme a
male spmker.
3 lt is my intuition that Umeda used an m&mic or highly educated speaker for his study. Since
rcaGmio fureasts gen&r polartty m lt concerns male and female behavlor (which includes
speech behavior) the duration of certain consonants may be significantly affected. ln other words,
based on my expenience with hommxual smial groups ond my experience as an ocdemic, it is my
conclusion that the speech of many heterwxual male rcdemics resembles the speech of male
hommxuals more clmely than jt does the speech of the lorpr population of hetermxual males.
This lffi me to suspect that Is] duration from Ume&'s speoker is longen than would be found with
a less educated subject. 0fcourse this last statement may prs/e to be entirely false upon
investigation,
4 Though the choice of speakers from this group was spmific, i.e. chmn because they exhibitd
certain behavior, the tokens were chosen randomly from the tapes, With the exception of K I , the
number of tokens from mh speaker for emh catryry was at least five. For K I , there were two
tokens for the category 'finol' and one from the others. These averap are in n0 way meant to be
biMing for these spmkers or for the group. This section, Iike this entire paper, is intenftd m a
gu'ide to further resmrch in thrs area,
5 I usa the word 'conservative' in this light lf a speaker exce€ds the given a/erags then I consider
that speaker to be non-conservative in the production of tokens. I 6 not mean to allu& to a
stan6nd that holds variation in a &rogtory light since it dm not align with the white,
heterosexual male standard for speech beharior in force in this wiety.
6 0iven the fact that K I 's speech performance mmt resembled that of hetermexual moles for this
group, his averages may lend support to the viewpoint expressed in fmtnote *2 about mtrmic
male speokers. lf K I 's aver4es in these categories ( except word final) are more reflective of
heterosexual male speokers then Umeda's averffi may prove to be of longer duration than
approprrate for the general population,
7 Frctors such m stress, preceding and following vuwel 0r consonant would surely influence the
amount of inmease in duratlon pmsible in word pmitions. And some degree of normal or expected
meter or timing must be maintained in order for the spmker to be understmd,
E lt seems easier to me to produce an Is] of long duration if I front it. (Try producing the word
'hiss' in imitation of a snake. )
9 lt is also pmsible, based on views exprM in ear^lier fmtnotes, that there is a greater msec
difference between word final Is] anO word final Ith] than is reported by Umeda. lf this is so then
the pmsibility of the cognitive rrcigning of longer [sJ to the category [tn] is wen greater.
l0 There is the pmibility that the reation of a derogatory stereotype is necesary in order to
maintain existing pftver hierarchies within a given culture. The existence of homosexuality, long
considered a deviance historically and legally, would be perceivd m a thrmt to this hierarchy and
would foster the nmity of focusing nrytively 0n arry behavior outside the norm. By this view
it would be dlfflcult to separate the cognitlve effects of increased Is] duratlon from the penception
this group's behavior. ln other words, inrM Is] duration + the effects of fronting + a hire to
believe nrytive things = homosexuals lisp. Although I am partial to this kind of reasoning, I ft not
believe this to be the rc. I think the misinterpretation of IsJ m IthJ is likely to mcur whenever
the duratlon of Is] exceeds some maximum outside of any considerations pertaining to whomever is
producing the token.
I I Lisping is not only considered impaired spemh. lt is often portrayed m the speech of children,
passivewomen, andweak men. ln the 1989 movie "Pink Cadillac", Clint Emtwood'scharmten
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mimics a 'helpless'female's speech by lisping. Emtwmd " l'm just a fugitive felon. That 6esn't
mean I 'm not feminine. I just need o strong man to help me. I ouess that makes me like a 'C0sm0'

fugitlve. " Llsplng murred only where Is] appeard in word final pmition. Emtwood also
mmpanied his speech with stereoVpical female mannerisms - cmking his hd and batting his
eyelmhes. Hence, lisptng carrles more than one pragmattc mesry - lt is physically defective
sperch and it is feminized speech ( i.e. the speech takes on the charrcteristic of the ( feminized by
sexual behavior)man who is the sexuai object ofother men).



SECTION 4

I T,lI TAT I ONS/DESCR I PT I ONS

A number of suhjects did imitations of heterosexual and homosexual speech'

For subject Kl, the imitation was part of a narrative during which he

described an incident that tool< place at his health spa. Kl repeated the

dialogue of his wort<-out partner. subject Tl spoke a few 'lines in imitation

of male hetenosexual and female homosexual speech in the course of

conversation.Subjects R2, D2, T1, and Gl either talked to or about other

homosexuals using terms specific to their social group that were often

terms that would be identified as evoking a female referent if used among a

more enc'mpassing sociar str'ucture. These imitations and descriptions

were unsolicited by the interviewer, They occumed in the context of

relaxed, infonmal conversatton between friends i.e. in a non-threatening

social environment and during an unstructured interview. The imltations

provided by Gl were the nesult of an interview embarked on to collect such'

It is important to note though that in order to act out a particular type of

indlvidual and expose that individual's style of speech, 6l modelled his

behavior on actual people that he knows. when he initially tried to do

otherwise i.e, genenate an anonymous character, he failed.

one might reasonabiy argue that depictions like lhese are stereotypical and

as such are not to be taken as a serious nepresentation of homosexual

speech and hehavior as it exists in the mainstream culture, steneotypes do

incorporate the expectations of the group in immediate control with respect

to an'out' group, They certainly manipulate a conlrived situation that places

52
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the imitated in the denigrated position of 'them' while the imitator occupies

the preferred position of'us'. ln this 1ight, they foster opposition to

perceived and hence, exaggerated behavioral differences. But stereotypes do

have value and that value lies in the salience these characterizations have

lor the individual speakers. lt lies in the common tactics these speakers

have chosen to employ in order to pontray an unknown individual with enough

accuracy that that individual not only becomes unique and believable to the

listener but exhibits a discernable affiliation with a particular social group

and a particular gender, The linguistic phenomena present in these

imitations are clearly part of the statistical reality of the differences in

male and female speech and part of an entrenched stereotype of both.

Kl - During a narrative that recounted an incident at his health spa Kl

imitated his straight male wonk-out partner's speech, To accomplish this

Kl did a number of things:

l. he lowered his voice

2. he increased it's vo'lume

3. he used a flat contour - monotone

4. he used alveolar'Iln] in f ive'inq' clusters

5. he strongly glottalized the't'in an'n't'cluster 
'l

: ..,mus' be doin' drugs...

: ...fflus' be doin' drugs...
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: Cuz I was talkin' to'im an' his eyes were rollin' back an' he wasn' answerin'

me.

TI

T I imitated heterosexual and homosexual male

.lesbianspeech.andusedfemaleidentifiedterms

other homosexuals.

speech, commented on

to desribe himself and

T I lowered his voice in imitation of hetenosexual males and Iesbians'

straight male -:Yes - I like lo think so'

: I never wanted to be a newscaster but"'

gay female - : what about gay women? come into my bar (lowered voice) You

get low Pitches'

: "Hey babe - nice huevos lyavozl babyl"

lnimitationofagaYmaleTlfrontedandincreasedthedurationofthetwo

s's in the word 'seriously', Seriously( I ) - lst [s]='3382s; 2nd [s]='5360s;

duration of word= 1.653s; main energy of both tsl is above 5K hertz'

Seriously Q) - lst [s]=.086s; 2nd [s]=.l2l8s; duration of word='4840s; main

energy of both tsl is between 4-5K hertz'

T i: Bruce last night "seriously"( I )"'

Tl; lf he said "seriously"(2) one more time"'
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T l: Now this fairy...

R2: Now you gotta see this queen.,

T l: Now this fairy thinks he's Dalci but...

When a friend arrived Tl raised his voice (as if talking to a small child) and

used a term of endearment general'ly reserved for children and women.

; Hi Pumpkinl

About himself and others:

:There were the biggest queens at the end of my bar.

: l'm the hottest bartender there...l'm the cutest..

: We walked by lhe prostitute biock,.,

lnterviewer: 0h - you mean'male' prostitutes?

R2

R2 used the female pronouns when speaking of other gay males.

About 12 - '.9he's a mess.

: Put this mike on her,

About Tl -: ls she a faghag ?2

D2
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D2 desribed a friend in the same manner -

: He can aiso be a bitth on wheels I

D2 also commented 0n Conversations with heterosexual males.

; But I think the majority of talk - of conversation between straight

males is usually fair'ly generic questlons about their iobs, sports, sex -

wgmen - about sexual exploits - not about anything personal in their - about

themselves but (lowered voice) "Have ya gotten any lately?"

This opinion was expressed during the course of a conversation with his

lover - Kl, lt was an interesting deduction done by them to discern the

social grgup affiliation of one of Kl's co-workens. Kl was asked'personal'

questions by a male co-worker. These questions concerned where he lived,

the club he lifts weights at, and the name of his work-out partner.

Apparently, these questions - especial'ly the question about the town he

lives in - were considered to be out of the context of normal hetenosexual

male discourse. Hence, Kl suspected that his co-workers was gay and was

concerned that this co-worker had identified him as being gay. These

conclusions were based solely on the type of questions asked by the co-

worker and were not supported by any physical or linguistic behaviot'that

might have identified the co-work.er as homosexual to Kl. Kl is one of the

subjects who believes there are no indicators present in individual behavior

that allows an impiication to be made concerning social group affi'liation,
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D2 was attempting to point out to the interviewer why Kl would conclude

that his co-worker was gay based only on a few seemingly ben'ign questions.

Gl was the most prolific in his imitation of homosexual and heterosexual

speech. To accomplish this he used a number of interesting tactics.

l. He changed discourse markers when he changed the sexual identities of

the subjects he imitated. For homosexual males he used 'tsk'5 and 'oh'. And

fon heterosexual males and'dykes' he used'uh', 'um', and'yeah'.

2. He changed topics. The topics he used for homosexual males were topics

stereotypically associated with female concerns, The topics used for

lesbians and straight males were topics stereotypically associated with

hetenosexual males.

3. He lengthened the duration of and fronted s's for gay males. And he

deleted or glottalized t and d, and velar Iln] clusters for straight males and

lesbians.

4. He lowered his voice and increased it's volume for straight males and

lesbians, And he attempted a monotone sound.

6l comments:
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:Fags smoke when they - they all wanted to be Bette Davis.

: llost gays try to be aloof. They're above everything'

: They must annunciate everything perfectly.

. They're very sing-song.

: They use a lot of sibilant s's'

: When gays are together they're relaxed. The speech comes out.

:Gay men don't really want each other. They want straight men.: lt's not -

',0h look at that one in the scarf. I want him." You never see that - it's just -

',Look at that auto mechanic. I want him." I mean seriously - who are you

ggnna go for ? charles Nelson Reil]y or Arnold schwarzenegger? Right? I

mean let,s be real - ('in a high voice) "0h Charles - I love that lack of a chin!"

you know - (in a lowered voice) "okay Arnold baby - let's go! l'll help you lift

that engine!"

: Homosexuals always opt for the bizarre pronunciation (of a word)'

:They wear stuff with weir'd cologne names litce - Tigris, Euphrates, and

Emeraude.

:They say things like - "Look at that mauve wallpaper. lt's so Laura Ashley."

: You do it more depending on the group you're in. The moment you get a

gaggle of fags together it's all over, Everybody becomes Bette Davis and

they're more flamboyant. They all start sffeaming. Around straight men -

you're working (a reference to work Gl did in New York for llTV with a

fniend of his) - it's all power tools,and carpentny. The moment I walk in

chris says (done in a high, sing-song voice) "Kitten! 0h - hil" All the

'darlings' and 'honeYs' come out'

Male homosexual imitations:
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llister Rogers 'fag' (Done with a high, breathy voice in a sing-song manner.

The words are dnawn out and the vowels lengthened.):

;(tsk) Oh - hi - (Gl comment: Like Richard Simmons4) oh - hi - that's

sweet. Let's buy a Pierrot mask. (tsk) 0h - how are you dear? lt's so good to

hear from you $hnook.0h look at the cafe curtains. 0h - they're pretty. (tsk)

They're so cute."

Bar fag ( done in a high voice with many tsk's and accompanied by hand

gestures):

: (tsk) We were just oul buying mgusse. I bomowed some from Monica -

(lowered voice) (tsk) She's a dYke.

:(tsk) I saw a man today with shorts on (tsk) and he had the biggest cockl

: (tsk) I thought I was gonna diel

Friend at gay bar'dishing'5 other homosexuals:

:Don't worry about them, They'll allbe dead in thnee yeans anyway.

G I comment: That got everyone upset. The hairpins and compacts were

tlying!

preppy gay (Done like a British speaker. He talked through gritted teeth and

barely moved his lips):
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: And then there's the preppy gay. Where everything he says has to be just so.

Homosexual with a speech impediment (An imitation of a former boss - the

manager of a gelato store. This was done with a creaky voice.):

; 0h - what's this glamour all over!

, Look at this!

: Get this piece of S-H-l-T out of my room!

l1r. Wish (Done with a whispered voice and very sweet - the way one would

talk to small children.):

: (tsk) Hi boys and girls, 0-o-o I like that.

: (tsk) What do you want me to say (tst<)

: (tsk) l'11 tell you a story about Virginia (tsk)

: (tsk) One day Virginia decided to write a letter to her friends,

; And they called her up, (tsk) The end.

A short nannative about going to a gay bar to dance with a female friend:

: They all loved her (Annie) at the Ren.,

(imitates other gay men): "(tsk) She's so beautiful. She's like a little toy.

(tsk) 0h - I just love her!"

: And they all Ioved her dressesl
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: We'd go there and it was s0 bizarre. And people that you'd see in business -

like when I was worklng in the shoe store - They'd come in - these business

men - they're like (iowered, gruff voice) "Yeah - yeah" - You know - guys

trying to act sort of macho. You go there and they're like - (high voice) "0h -

hi - how are you. (tsk) 0h - l've met you before haven't l?"

Gl comment prior to imitating gay females and straight males:

: I could just do one voice for both of them,

: Lesbians talk normal, Dykes try to take the worst habits of

incorporate them into their being,

: The lesbian community is a more interesting communtty than

community.Gay men are whores.

men and

the gay

Heterosexual male (Done in a low voice. Emotion is expressed by an increase

in volume.):

: Hey - what's goin' on?

: Good ta see ya,

: Um - yeah - wadda ya thtnk?

:We'll go out after work an'have a couple a beers.

: Why don'ya come 0n over to my plac,e tonight,

: That's right - that's right - that - uh - that show's on tonight - uh - uh -

'Untold Stor"ies'. That's right.

Heterosexual male Gl worked with (both are ChefsXDone as above):
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: uh - um - yeah - yeah

: Uh - uh - come on - uh - Virginia ya gotta pick upl

. Come onl

:Come on - I got a plate a gnocchis (pronounced'yonki') herel

:This plate a gnocchis are gonna get cold an' l'm not mat<in'um over againl

: Ya jus' better get it outta your fucking head!

: l'm not doin' thisl

: God Damn she pisses me off I

: She pisses me off on sPite!

: She does this jus' ta get at me!

An imitation of a dinner conversation with Gl's heterosexual brother (Done

as above):

:Yeah well - I think all fags should be shot.

. You should jus'line um up - dig a big hole - ya know

: Like take um where they've been doin' strip mining'

: Set um up on the edge -

: Line um all uP there -

: Jus' start shooting -

: Knock um all fuclcin' down!

Gay female (A'dyke' - done as above straight males wene done,):

: Hey Michelle - What's goin' on?
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: Um - hey do you think that I could borrow that VCR that ya have upstairs?

:Yeah- l-uh- l-uh-well llonique'scomin'overan' lreally wanted ta

tape some stuff -

:Ya know - s0 we can like sit back an'watch this neally good show - uh - uh

- on ESPN.

: Like we jus' sit aroun' an' watch it -

:Have a few beens - yeah - it'd be neally cool.

Speaker Bl is a heterosexual male. Although he did not imitate homosexual

or hetenosexual speech, he did provide an interesting namative based on his

perceptions about members of two different social groups. He also used the

discourse marker'tsk' three times during the exposition of this namative,

Two points can be made concenning B l;

l. He has employed the same kind of strategy as the other speakers to point

out the differences in these two social groups. Although he did not change

his speaking style to accommodate the intended imagery (as did the other

speakers)6 fre OiO place these two groups in opposition to each other with

respect to physical appearance (and hence, with respect to expected or

implied behaviorT). ln doing this, he accessed a female gender model for one

and a male gender model for the other. And it is very clear that the

behavior, the appearance, and the preferences of the group aligned with the

male model are prefenred over the proclivities of the group allgned with the
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female model, This has extended to the point that Bl considers anyone

affiliated ln any way wtth this latter group to be a'loser',

2. He has used 'tsk' as a discourse marker in his own speech. This is

extremely interesting. The other speakers have used 'tsk' exciusively with
'oh' as dlscourse markers to imitate male homosexual speech and behavior.

'Tsk'is also present quite often in their own speech. Given that Bl is

heterosexual one might ask the question - How often must 'tsk' occur in

speech before it becomes an indicator of sociai group affiliation? gne

important observation should be made, though, concerning the intent of the

marker'tsk'. ln all three places that Bl used it he was expressing disgust

(on perhaps disdain) for the persons he was speaking of. Hence, the places

that 'tsk' occumed preceded a comment that included talk about members of

the group that was aligned with a female gender model. Two of the

occurrences of 'tsk' were much stronger than the third.

Bl is speaking about his experience a a radio show host.

: I had this one guy who kept on calling me and - uh - klnd of harassing me

asking me to - uh - there's like a certain - there's Christian rock and roll - |

don't know if you're familiar with it - but - um - tsk (strong) - he'd ask for

these Christian rock songs. He'd ask mp to play um - and finally | - he just

kept on calling - I - | played one and I got about halfway through it and I

just nipped it off and just went on a tirade - about a f lve mlnute tirade of

this guy - how much of a loser he was for listening to th'is and it's
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ridiculous to try and - uh - put this on other people and I just wasn't gonna

be a part of it.

lnterviewer: My son's a born-again-Christian, He has a Christian rock group.

He doesl I mean - | just think the whole idea is tenrible, Another radio

statlon I worked for - um - tsk (strong) I was the news director and there

were two different stations. There was an Al1 side and an Fl1 side. Tsk

(weak) - The Al1 was Country - was a Country station and the Ft1 was

contemponary Chnistian rock. So I was stuck in the middle. I was the news

dinector for both stations cuz they worked out of the same building and - uh

- so I was stuck in the middle. And on one side you had these big ol' country

boys that would come in and play Hank Williams. And on the other side you

had these - like - real petite little neverend lypes and - you know - these

kinda weaselly Chnistian rock guys. lt was kinda interesting.

lnterviewer: Did you notice a physical dif ference in the people?

:0h definitelyl ... I don't like to generalize about people but if t had to make a

generalization the guys that - the country guys - one guy in particular is a

big, fat, good ol' boy and that's what he was and that's where hls tastes

were. That's the kind of humon he used. And more times than not the guys on

the FM side - the Christian side - were petite - were very - I mean they

never loot<ed - in my memory they didn't look me in the eye, They looked

down a lot, They were almost fnail and weak. That's the way lsaw um ,,,

Physically they were smaller - they were just small people.
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As is illustrated above diffenent tactics are employed by the subjects when

imltations are done of members of differing social groups. Although one may

correctly state that these imitations and descriptions incorporate

stereotypical images of heterosexuals and homosexuals it is interesting to

note what is salient about these behaviors to the speaker.

Kl, Tl, and Gl each used the same tactics to imitate straight males and

homosexual females.

- lowered voice (Kl, Tl, Gl)

- an inrease in volume to indicate a change in emotional content (Kl, Gl,

Tr)

- monotone - keeping the voice at an unvarying level (Kl, Tl, Gl)

-T/D deletion in words such as'don't','just'(Kl, Gl)

- use of alveolar^ [ln] in ING clusters (K l, G I )

- idiomatic uses of words: you=ya, him=im, them=um, of=a (Kl, GI)

- use of wanna, gonna, and wadda (what do) constructions (61 )

- mispronunciationS gnocchis lnyawkizl = x[yankiz] (The latter pronunciation

is not only incorrect but sounds like someone blew their nose,) (Gl)

- discourse markers: um, uh, yeah, that's right, hey, and unfilled pause (ln

fact,6l had one imitation of a hetenosexual male that was done only with

two drscourse markers - 'yeah - yeah'.) (Kl, Gl)

- stereotypical topic - beers, ESPN (sports),the use of obscenities against a

female, canpentry, power tools, hate for gays, angen at female behavior,

newscaster, weightlifting (Kl, T l, G I )
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All these elements combine to strictly control the imagery of the passages,

Not only is the listener given a constrained and iim'ited phonetic contentg

but the passages take place in a context of behavior definable only in terms

of heterosexual, working class males. Hence, the references are to a lower

class, uneducated, macho adult male.l0

Tl,D2, R2, and Gl changed tactics completely when imitating or speaking

about homosexual males. There was a complete polarization of imager-y

towards stereotypical femaie concerns. lncluded in these characterizations

were expnessive hand gestures and facial expressions. These were not

present for hetenosexual males or homosexual females.

- precise articulation (T 1, G I )

- use of velar lingl in ING clusters (T1, 6l)
- increased duration of S (and sometimes SH) (Tl, R2, Gl)

- increased duration of vowels (T l, R2, 6l )

- use of a high (or raised pitch) voice: th'is was used in combination with

breathiness; whisper; meak; or sing-song (Tl, R2, Gl)

- discourse markers: tsk, oh (T I , DZ, R2, G I )

- references to gay males using female terms: prosiltutell, whorel2, she,

her, cutest, hottest 13, queens, fairy 14, bitch-on-wheels l5 (T I , DZ, R2, G I )

- use of endearments: baby, honey, pumpkin, kitten, darling, dear (Tl, R2, Gl)

stereotypical topic (f emale identif ied): compacts and hairpins,

hairdressing items, cafe curtains, male anatomy, cologne namesl6 (t l, TZ,

Gl)
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- hand gestures and facial expressions:l 7 waving the hands, putting hand to

f ace ln mock surprise, extending the hand f orward and half -wavlng

(something you might do saying '0h- come on' expnessing disbelief 0r

sarcasm), widening of the eyes along with raising the eyebrows, batting the

eyelashes, smilingl I (Tl, R2, Gl ).

The imitations done of male homosexuals were very elaborate with respect

to extra-linguistic concerns such as facial expression, and hand and arm

gestures. And the gesturing done during the course of conversations with

these speakers included much of this kind behavior outside of the

imitations.l9 These gestunes are identif ied with female gender

charactenist ics.20

Precise articulation (where it concerns T/D deletion) and use of velan Iing]

only are phenomena associated with female speech patterns,2l The use of a

high (or raised pitch) voice is also associated with females.22 And the

unmistakable imagery created by the use of female identif ied terms leads to

the conclusion that the imitations of male homosexuals use a framework

dependent on the domain of female gender behavior's for its details.

What is being exposed by this data is the fact that speakers are relying on

two gender f rameworks that are strongly polarized with respect to

Iinguistic and extra-linguistic behavlor in order to achieve a salient

renditlon of a particular social group affiliation for a particular lndividual.

There was n0 overlap or continuum present among the behaviors detailed

above. lf the individual imitated was a homosexual male then the model
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accessed was female specif ic and ambiguous with respect to social class.23

And if the lndividual imitated was heterosexual male or homosexual female

the model accessed was male specific with a definite alignment to working

class males.

Although there are many styles of behavion present within the sexes, we are

cultunally confined to two gender models - male and female with social

assignation taking place with respect to biological sex, tlost analysis of

behavior - linguistic and extra-linguistlc relies on these models in onder to

measure 0r point out difference. The speakens have relied heavily 0n

opposite ends of the continuum of male and female styles of behavior in

order to achieve an imagery that allows the Iistener to accurately interpret

their portrayals. The mapping of this cultural framework is clear in the

data and it is clear in pnior analyses of linguistic phenomena on which this

discussion must rely and has nelied on in order to interpret the events in the

interviews. Abstractly and idealistically there is n0 harm in this.

Biologically we have only two sexes24 whlch makes the existence of two

gender models Iogical in a systematic sense. And, idealistically, there is no

harm in pointing out how people differ from each other. But the speakers and

thein data expose another phenomenon that is supported socially and

culturally. Any alignment with a female gender model is not a preferred

alignment. When the person 0n group being imitated or spolcen about has a

female behavior alignment that position is presented as being in opposition

to a prefemed norm of proper/male behavior.
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Speaker Bl has provided further evidence for this position. His division of

Country music affiliates and Christian rock affiliates into two opposing

groups is a map of stereotypical appearance and behavior with Country=male

and Christian=female,

Country:

Physical appearance - big; fat; good ol'boys

Preferences - humon and tastes are those of the above.

Apreference for Country music is in line with a preference for a pioneering

spirit and a tnaditional lif estyle, This imagery is intended to evoke

references to the 'cowboy' or perhaps a southern male - a real Amenican, The

picture provided is one of a hard drinking, hard f ighting, womanizing, strong,

and aggressive male. A man who comes up to you and slaps you on the back

and says'Howdyl'.

Bl has also used a particular person - someone he knew - to accomplish this

allusion. And this'good ol'boy' is aligned with a heterosexual, working class

male. And finally, we have the deletion of the'd' in the word'old'within the

phrase'good ol'boy'. This is a colloquial phnase and the imageny associated

with it has a def inite working class alignment. The deletion of 'd' is telling,

The statistical reality of the differe,nces in rates of deletion of the T/D

variable being affected by gender and social class is supported qualitatively

in usages such as this. The phrase is specifically'good'ol boy'and is

ungrammatical (or at least not meaningful) with a realized'd','Good old boy'

doesn't work.
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Christian:

Physical appearance - petite; little; weaselly; frail; physically small; weak;

small people; reverend type; looking down

Preferences - never looking you in the eye, harassing behavior

This imagery is intended to evol<e physical references to femaies. lt leaves

the listener with a pictune of an effeminate male. A man not strong enough

or aggnessive enough to look you in the eye. Someone who nags (harasses)

you to get what he wants, And Bl has given us a'type'of person without

making any reference to a particular individual or particular soc jal class.

Like the other speakers, Bl has been much mone elaborate in his portrayal of

'Christian' types. We not only have more information about physical stature

but we have the use of 'tsk'as a discourse marker, the pnecise articuiation

of the word'petite'twice, and two very salient behavioral patterns - not

loot<ing someone in the eye and harassment, fo be specif ic:

'Tsk'has been reserved as a discourse marker for female-like males by all

speakers. Bl only used it in this particular narrative. He used it no where

else in the interview.

The fact that Bl made sure that he fully released the final 't' in petite at

differing points within the narrative makes this an allusion to a particular
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style of speech and hence, to specific gender behavior. Females are not only

referred to as 'petite' but they exhibit statistical dtfferences from males

with respect to the T/D variable. Precise articulation is not part of the

imagery associated with working class heterosexual males in a

stereotypical viewpoint or in statistical reality.

Looking sqmeone in the eye is an act of aggression and a statement about

the strength of one's position nelative to the person looked at.25 Females

ane taught to look down - it is part of appearing demure, This has a sexual

meaning when applied to them. When applied to males it signals weakness.

Weakness in females is expected gender behavior, ln males, weakness is

denigrated. Females are also socialized to be nonaggressive or passive, And

passivity is also part of the stereotypical imagery associated wlth females

and part of the imagery accessed in the act of lool<ing down. llales who look

down are behaving like females.

Harassing behavior can be reinterpreted as'nagging'behavior given the vivid

f emale imagery present. B I is being 'nagged' by a 'Christian' type to play

music that he associates with individuals from a denigrated social group.

'Nagging' is a word and behavior stereotypically associated with females.

llen 'hanass' women (again - as with looking down - sexual behavior) and

women 'nag/hanass' men but real men do not 'harass/nag' other real men.

Hence, the continuous requests for Christian music come from an unmanly

male - one whose behavior is female-like (since we must assume that Bl

considens himself and the Country music aff iliates'real' men).
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Again there are two gender mode'ls presented to us with these portrayals -

female and male - Christian verSUS Country. There is - again - no overlap

and no continuum present. 26

Tables 5.l-5.4 provide a grouping of the phenomena gathered from this

secti on.
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SOCIAL 6ROUP IDENTIFICATION

Soclal 6roup lndlcators

tiable 5- l - StereotYPical Classif cation and Social A

6AY }IALE

5TRAIGHT FET1ALE

STRAIGHT HALE

6AY FEMALE

(6eneric) Female Worl<ing Class llale

Anonymous Collective Specif ic 6roup Asslgnment

lndicates non-specif ic position in a

class hierarchy (below that of

males? no positton?)

lndicates specific Posltion in a

class hierarchY
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5.2- Linqulstlc - Structuralable 5

6AY T1ALE

STRAI6HT FET1ALE

STRAIoHT TIALt
6AY FET1ALE

(Oeneric) Female Working Class llale

PHONET I C5

Frontinq *

Rarsed volce Lowered volce

Whisoer lnreased voiume

Sinq-sonq Monotone

Creak
t(

Breathiness
*

Lonqer [s] duratlon *

Longer vowel duration x

SOCIO-LIN6UISTIC V

Precise articulation Del eti on/Glottal ization of f i1ql LD

Velar [ing] in ING clusters Alveolar Iln] in ING clusters

SYNTACT I C CONSTRUCT IONS-

* Wanna (want to)

)t Gonna (ootnq to)

* Wadda (what do)

Obscure -

mauve = [mov]

llispronunciation -
gnocchis = [Yankiz]

huevos = [yavoz]
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SOCIAL 6ROUP IDENTIFI CATION

Social 6roup lndicators

Table 5.3 - Linquistic - Die 5.J - LIn sttc - ulscourse
GAY T1ALE
STRAI GHT

FElt1ALE

STRAIGHT T1ALE
GAY FE}1ALE

6AY }1ALE
STRAI 6HT
FETlALE

STRAIGHT }1ALt
GAY FEMALE

(Generic) Femaie Work lng Class
llale

(Generic) Female Working Class
llale

D I SCOURSE
}lARKERS

SLAN6 USES

Tst< * x 'im (hlm)

0h x x ya' (you)
)+ UM * 'um (them)
.*

Uh
x Yeah APPROPRI ATE

TOPI C

x Hey

llake-up and
llake-uo tools

Powen toolst+ That's right

Hairdressing
items

Carpentry

DI RECTED
ENDEAR}IENTS

Colognes Beer'

l( Babe

Cafe cuntains Sports
Shoooino Welqht-l1f tino

Baby Baby llale anatomv Sex

Honev x AIDS Hate for qays

Pumpkin x x Angen at female
behavior

Kitten x

Darl i nq ,(

Shnook ,(

Dear J(

Hottest x

Cutest +(

i
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SOCIAL 6ROUP IDENTIFI CATION

Soclal Group lndlcators

Table 5.4 - Behavior - Extra-Llnqulstle 5.4 - Benavlor - txtra- sttc
EAY HALE
STRAIOHT FET1ALE

STMIOHT T1ALE
OAY FE}IALE

gAY HALE
STRAIOHI FEHALE

STRAIOHT HALE
OAY FETTALE

(Oeneric) Fema'le lYorking Clms llale (Oenerlc) Female Working Class llale

PHYSICAL
CHARACTIRISTICS

PREFERRED/I}1ITA
TED IDENTITY

Small Big Charles Nelson Reilly Arnold
IETOUIIWi'I-ZtstIH

Petite * Bette Davis/llovie
Star

Hank
sinmr

Williams/C&W

T 'Large cock' Reverend tvoe Goodol'bor
Prostitute *

OESTURINE

HAI{D & FACIAL
GESTURES

Whore il

Fm Hm *
Bitch +

Hand to face ln mock
suroriss

*
0ueen *
She *

Widened ares * Her *
Raised eyebrows + Butch llacho
Battino arelmhes * Gamle of Fm Businessmen

Smilino * * Newscaster

Broad arm movements * Auto mechanic

APPROPRIATE
ACTIYITES/BETIAYI
OR

Nmlno/harassino *
Lmkino down Lmkino wu in the ale
Smeaming (at each

other or in pneral)
Yelling (at an
uncontrollable
female)

Listening to Christian
music

Listening to C&W
music

Shoooinq Watchino T.Y
* Beer Drinkino
+ Sports - playing or

watchrng
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I K I often glottallzes It/d] ln his speech but this instance wlthln thls imitation wm noticeably
stronpr.
2 'Fag hag' is a term ud to describe heterosexual women who assrciate exclusively with
homosexual males.
3 By 'tsf ' I meon the sound that is made by plocrng the tongue on the alveolar ri&, forming a
suction, and then pulling the tongue down and off the ridge. This produces a wet, clicking sound.
4 Richard Simmons is a popular exercise and dlet guru with a daily exercise shmr.
5 'Dishing' is verbolly and virulently commenting on another in a soma,vhat humorous manner.
6 There is one exception to this. lYhen B I described group members as'petite' he articulated this
word very carefully i.e. both ItJs had oudible releasm.
7 A person's physical appearance often fosters assumptions about beharior hmd on that
app@rance, We tu not expect a ma'le who is 5'2" and slim to be a fmtball player. Nor & we exprct
a male who is 6'6" and 350 pounds to a ballet &ncer, And the extension of these msumptions is
also found in the &main of speech, lYe might expect that the former would have a female-llke voice
but we would be unlikely to expect it of the latter.
E The use of a mispronounced word in this case points out that the subject imitated is responding in
an expected manner for his genftr but improperly bmed on his education. The implication is that a
trained chef should be able to and should strive to pronounce the name of the fmd he is cmking
properly.
9 This is initially an intuitive judgement based on o comparison of heterosexual ond homosexuol
imitations. The heterosxual imitotions sound very blond and much Ies dynamic than the ones done
for hommexual males. Because they are so much less melodie an opt analogy might be drawn
between 'Rap' music and classical where the tmhnical format of the former is excding limited
compared to the latter.
l0 Even the reference to newscaster fits this imqery somewhat. The stereotype of a na#scaster is
one of an agresslve, heterosexual male.
I I One might argue that 'prostitute' can refer to a male or a female. lt is my opinion (bmd on
prwious work done on obscenity) that one must say 'male prostitute' and the imagery is of a man
who services other men. Ihe word for a male who services women for money is 'gigolo'.
l2 The word for an excessively sexually rctive male is 'stud', 'Whore' is a specific reference to
exceslve female sexual mtlvlty and hm neptive connotations ( where 'stud' has positive
connotations), Ihe use of 'whore' wre intentional and intended to be negtive.
15 'Cutest' is a word people use to desribe children and men use to Gsmibe women 0r women men.
It is not used by straight males to desribe other straight males unless the reference is meant to be
derogatory. 'Hottest' is used by straight males to desribe females (a sexual desription) or W
females to desribe males. Otherwise the use is non-sexual m in 'he's the hottest pitcher on the
team'. The intended reference was sexual.
l4'Queen'and'fairy' are words used to &sribe effeminate homosexuals (or excessively unmanly
hommxuals).
l5 'Bitch' is a word that is strictly female identified. The cornesponding male term in present use
ts 'bastard', ( Historically the term 'bastard' mmnt a male without a legal father. But present &y
use ftes not usually mcess this reference,)
l6 fale colqnes 6nerally hare names Ilke'Brutr, 'lron','English Leather' and come in plain or
primary colored bottles. Some like'lron' are phallic in shape and have metal (silver) caps. The
ctlognes named are mtual women's colognes.
l7 Thee gestures are difficult to ffiribe mcurately. But becaue they were present in these
imitationsandnot in the imitationsof straight malesand lesbians lfeel that it is necessaryto
mention them.
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1E The use of 'smlling' in these discourses is very noticeable. Smiling was used prior to initiation
ofdiscourss, ltpunctuotedorw6usedinodditiontostressedintonationsanditwmusedto
encourage exchanges, Considering the fmt that these speakers were male, the smtling wG was

excessive and out of context.
l9 I reolize that this statement can be vis+/ed m being entirely subjective. But in the interviar
&ne with my one heterosexual subject - B I - none of these gestures were opparent.-B I also

emplofed a number of similar hand morements when tlesribing men affiliated with Christian
rdio shows, These were men he considered somewhat less than manly,
20 ln American culture this is an rccurate statement. But there exist stereotypes of upper clms
British males that emplo/ this kind of body movement, ln other words, I intend this statement to

apply to mainstream American culture only.
2l This is documented in depth in Labw's paper ( in publicotion) "The Differentiation of the Sexes

in the Course of Linguistlc Change"- specifically, p,8 his copy.
22 The stereotypes of the female voice are discussed at len$h by Henton ( in publication) in "Fmt

and Fiction in the Desription of Female and llale Pitch" and by llcConnell-Oinet in "lntonation ln
A llan's World".
23 Females (and homosexual males) within this framarork and mntinuum of behaviors are
treated m if they were part of an anonymous collective of being. Their behavior is specifically
female but ultimately non-specific with respect to the nuances of cateprization that hetermexual
male behavior is subject to.
24 I have not forgotten the existence of hermaphrodites. Even in this biological category there is
the realization of two sexm in one body,
25 This is also a well known phenomenon in the animal king6m. Lmking another animal in the eye

is an mt of provrcation and apt to cause aggression on the part of the rmiver.
26 As a final comment on this phenomena a discussion preceding the start of this study supports
the position presented. I wm apprmhed by a student who had sat in on 6 group discussion
concerning this paper, He mkd me if I thought he wm gay. I said I didn't know and hadn't

considered it. He then told me that I was incorrect in my thinking if I thought all gy men were
identifiable on the bmis of their behavior - linguistic or otherwise. He said he was concerned that
I not add fuel to a fire that portrayed all homosexual males m effeminate. We continued to discuss

this and during the course of convermtion he mentiond that a numben of years @ he had become

tnvolved in the struggle for gay rights. As a result of this he become aware that 'gay rights' and the

fight for them must include all gay men. He said that he realized he would have to fight for the

ngnts of the'wimps' tm and not just man like himself. This realization and decision were difficult
for him at first but he had come to mept this m being necessary and just.

Ihis speaker has presented himself and'wimps' in oppmition with respect to preferred behavior,

We again have two mo&ls - male=preferred and female/wimp=denigrated.
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Presented in the introduction were some of the criteria by which a social

group is identified by outsiders and by which a gnoup identifies itself.

Within the discussion, it was proposed that for lhis speaker group the

production of the linguistic vaniables ING and T/D resembled linguistic

thange from above as it exists in the larger speech community, and the

increased dunation of [s] in word final position resembled change from

below

Section l, concerning the linguistic variable lNG, showed the group favoring

lingl over Iln] with 81.1% and 18,9% nespectively. An 18.9% deletion rate is

lowen than expected for their biological sex. The overall average for three

groups f rom Labov's 560 class of I985 showed males deleting at a rate of

56.5%.

Speakers T1 and Kl had the highest deletion rates in the gnoup,68% and

36.8%, respectively, lt was pointed out that these two speakers maintained

a heterosexual identity for a longer period of time than the other speakers,

and that for both, their prior identity was still problematic,

Section 2, concerning the linguistic variable T/D, showed the group's

deletion rate to be 12%, This is lower than the 31.2% rate found for males by

Neu ( 1980). The pencentages f or' deletion with respect to preceding

consonant were: [s] 63.5% > [n] t6% > [n'] 9.5% tll 8% > [k] 3%. Neu reported the

same order for males with these percent?ges: [sibilant] 44.2i4 > lnasal]

80
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3349^ > lstop] 30,8%. These speakers aligned with Labov's (1975) recorded C

> V concerning following consonant, with C 78% > A 147" > V 876.

Speakers Tl and Kl, again, had the highest deletion rates in the group with

T1=2771and K1=269",

Section 3, concerning consonant dunation with respect to the voiceiess

fricative [s], showed the group exceeding the expected averages for [s]

duration in lhe four word positions examined with word final (V[s]#) and

pre-consonantal ([s]t") positions showing a 747., incnease over f igures

supplied by Umeda (1977). This finding was used to examine the iong-

standing stereotype of homosexual males that portrays them as lisping. lt

was posited that the extended duration of [s] in word f inal position has been

interpreted as voicetess Ith] by previously biased speakers.

\,Vith the exceplion of word final position which proved to be a category

wher'e all speakers showed extended [s] duration. speakers Kl and Tl were

again the most conservative speakers in the group.

Section 4, concerning imitations and descniptions, showed speakers using

skewed gender alignments when describing the linguistic and extra-

linguistic behavior of other homosexual males. Homosexual males were

aligned with the model for hetenosexual females, and homosexual females

wene aliqned with the model for heterosexual males. Speaker Bl, who is

hetenosexual, desribed lwo 'types' of heterosexual male The males whose
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malesbehavior he disliked he aligned with a female gender model,

whose behavior he approved of he aligned with a maje model'

Based on the findings of this study, four possibie interpretations of the

results are given below,

l. The lower rates of de/etion with respect to the variables T/D and /N0

coulrj be said to parallel expected percentaqes for females and point to a

shift in prefered gender a/ignment.

This may wellbe true for many speakers. Consideninq the universality in the

larger speech community of the siqnif icant differences between males and

females in the productlon of lhese variables it is cerlalnly feasible that

many homosexual males consciously attempt to reinterpret speech patlerns

as part of reintenpreting the gender identities they act out' With the

alignment of sexual and/or relational goals towards a same-sex partner may

come a confusion 0r dilemma as to the method of goal attainment The

individual, possibly having exempted himself from the conf ines of a learned

heterosexual male gender identity by group aff iliation and/or cholce, may

access parts of the gender continuum specifically defined as female' And

the behavior thus chosen and attempted may end up for him a norm,

af f ecting not only extra-linguistic behavi,or but linguistic as wel1,1

lf the results pertaining to Is] duratlon and its relation to the stereotype of

'lisptnq'- which also defines female or child-like speech - are considered

along with the above, one might have a valid argument applicable to many
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speakers within this social group. lt seems pertinent to mention two

phenomena here: l. There exists, in high visibility, female impersonation

and impersonators in this social group and in the culture at-large. This

phenomenon does not have its equal with respect to opposite gender

portnayals, 2. The fact that, even though rare, transsexualism2 exhibits as

much as an 8 to I natio of male-to-female as opposed to female-to-male

transltions.S Transsexualism includes to a more complete extent than

female impersonation at all its levels and in all its forms, the adoption of

an opposite gender identity, Hence, two things may be said.

First, adopting female behavior when one has assumed the metaphorical

position of 'female' in sexual relations may simply be the Iogical choice or

easiest choice for individuals conditioned to only two possibilities with

respect to gender identity. This may constitute an obligatory choice as the

individual seet<s to cope with the prevailing social and sexual politics that

mandate specific identities for particular situations and actions. By legal

and social definitions, for legitimate/definable intercourse to occur, two

opposing anatomies must be present, lf two different anatomies are not the

situational neality the default case may very well be two opposing gender

identities by socially conditioned response. Until there exists a cultural

definition for and, thus, a means of gathering evidence of the existence of

behaviOr not definable as or reStricted to either 'male' or 'female', the

individual remains confined - for salience and veracity - to an either/or

choice,
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Second, gender identity may prove to be the mone compelling motivatlon for

all behavior than any presumed truth based in biology ln a cuiture where

gender is the result of social processing and not simply a default affillation

motivated by the singie fact of biological sex. Transsexualism stands as

testimony to this view. The fact that individuals seek surgery - the ulimate

realignment in this phenomena - in order to align their bodies with their

gender identification, is proof of just how compelling social processing can

be in its effect on individual choice, A socialization process that solely

relies on a biologically deterministic model to shape expected behaviot^s

becomes, in application, culturally deterministic with respect to individuai

choice. ln other wor'ds, if an individual's gender identity does not match the

one soclally determined by his or her biological sex then the options

availabie for expressing that identity are limited. ln order to iive in a

manner consistent with that identity, the individual who is compelled to

seel< surqical realignment may be respondinq more to cultural determinism

than to self motivated choice. lf this view is feasible, then it is certainly

applicable at other levels and may be causally related to the linguistic

choices made by members of the homosexual social group.

2, The lower rates af deletion could be seen as the result of an attempt at a

mzre careful style of speech outside of an,y considerations 0f gender

affi/iation,

lf this were true it would point to ING and T/D pr^oduction acting as change

from above srnce it would indicate an attempt at the adoption of a more

prestigious form of speech. But before considering the reasons for this, a
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comparison must be drawn between the status of the members of this social

group and that of females in general.

Labov ( 1990) records in h1s f irst of two principles that " ln stable

sociolinguistic stratification, men use a higher frequency of non-standard

forms than women."4 He goes on to later propose that "...the forces behind

lhis principle are associated with upward mobility and a nelative increase

in the powen of women...'5 Also, it has long been established that women

are the leaders in the adoption of more prestigious forms of speech. And,

finally, it ls social fact thal females in this culture do not have the access

lo power - in all its forms - lhat males do.

The sexual orientatjon and hence, group affiliation of homosexual males

excises them from lheir position in the cultunal power hieranchy. ln other

words, they have lost the access to power that lhey had when still

operating within a hetenosexual male genden identiLy. These males now

operate within the cultur'e at-large from the same kind of anonymous (and

powerless) position that females do. They are, in effect, cast out from the

cultural fnamework with due attention paid to the fact that in twenty-four

states and the District of Columbia their assumed behaviot causes them to

be def ined as crtmlnals.6

The data from Section 4 shows an acute awareness, on the part of the

speakens, of the speech patterns of Iower class males - particularly

concerning deletion and non-standard forms. These Iinqulstic factors exist

at a heightened level of social awareness,
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It seems perfectly logical that the membens of this social gr'oup would make

some attempt - conscious or unconscious - to reclaim the prestige that was

Iost by virtue of their f orced dis-alignment f rorn heterosexual male

privlieges. Given the subtleties of cognition - the depths of which have still
not been plumbed, it is not unreasonable to assume that homosexuals are

responding to this linguistically in the same way that femaies have been and

are still nesponding. This wouid imply that the lower rates of deletion for

the variables r/D and ING are the result of the adoption of a more

prestigious form of speech by the members of this social group, i.e. change

from above lf this is true, then the implication is also clear that the

linquistic responses of females to their environment are the result of an

enforced or mandatory social position and not biology, as has often been

posited and arqued,T

l. The exhibited lingut'stic behavior cou/d be indicative of a learned br
adapteil behavioral pattern that marks aff i/iation with a specia/tzed social

gr0up,

The subtle ef fects on cognition of familiarity through prolonged af f iliation

with social group members could be responsible for the increased duration

of [s]. This becomes compellinq when the speech patterns of the most

conservatlve speakers are examined in addition to the ritenia for social

group identificatron and the data from Section 4.
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The motivations for a means of comectly identifying individuals belonging

to one's social group are made stronger in proportion to the penalties

inflicted on the individual if group affiliation is discovered. Hence, the

motivations for denying (or hiding) membership, or not exhibiting behavior

previously defined as specif ic to individuals from that group are also made

stronger by that same proportion,

The data from Section 4 - lmitations and Descriptions shows an acute

awareness of the denigrated posit'ion that the exhibition of behavior able to

be defined as female (and hence, also homosexuai male) places the

indivldual 1n. These speakers, in fact, subscribe to the same attitude

ref lected in thls awar'eness when imitating or describing individuals whom

they deem to manifest such behavior.

Speakers Kl and Tl have displayed the least amount of variation rn their

speech with respect to the topics examined in sections I-3, They also

maintained a heterosexual identity for an extended period of time, both

stating that before a specific age they had no idea that they had any sexual

orientation other than heterosexual, Both also experienced a painful

transition to homosexuality and they both still find their previous

heterosexual identities problematic. Kl comes from a wonking class

background and expresses himself within a range of behavior and appearance

that he deems appropriate for males.s Tl comes from a lower middle class

background that changed to a working class income level when his parents

divonced. He opts for a much larger range of behavior within which to

express himself. For Kl, social class and his strong identificatlon with
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what he considers proper (heterosexual) male behavior may strongly

influence him linguistical'ly. For Tl, the effects of a change in income level

may have inf Iuenced him linguisticaliy as might his painful disassociation

with heterosexuality. Because Tl 'came out' in dental school, he may have

resorted to a speech pattern that distanced him from formen highly educated

(heterosexual) companions. Nevertheless, Kl and Tl still exhibit inreased

[s] duration in the least conservative category - word f lnal position.

For these speakers and others like them, resistance to change may

constitute a reaction to the social and emotional penalties imposed on them

as a result of recognizing the primacy of their homosexuality A heightened

awareness of stereotypy and of behavior definable as female and

consequently, denignated, may cause active resistance to change 0n the part

of these speakers. The alternative is the converse of the argument given

concerning (1) above. lf the individual does not assume the metaphorical

position of 'female'in sexual relations, and, further, retains the behavior

necessary to maintain a position in the cultural power hierarchy (or simply

sees n0 reason, or has no need to aiter his behavior) then the impact of any

behavior indicative of social group affiliation will be lessened. But, as

these speakers have shown, the impact will not be entirely nullified and

variation will exist to a lesser extent and will be visible in the least

conservative cateqories. Hence, variation such as increased [s] duration will

resemble thange from below

4. 2ne c0uld postu/ate that the motivation for and the dynamics of speech

production and preferred gender a/ignment based on observable behavior

l
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and societal expectationil are influenrcd by an interaction between / -J and

sltould nlt or cannot be easily defined as the result of a sfngle motivatng

factor

This may prove lo be the most likely interpretation of these findings, It is

certainly the Ieast controversial and the easiest to defend since it allows

the most room for dynamic variation of and interaction between the

variables. lluch of the above has relied on comparisons available from data

recorded concerning the linguistic behavior of females. Given the social

positlon of females and the female gender identity, and the functioning of a

system of s[ereotyping that relies on an alignment with female behavior in

order to denigrate and demean males of this (or any) social group, some of

the arguments in l-3 will, perhaps, be seen as unfarnly biased and incomect.

The validity of the arguments for l-3 above is largely dependent on the

results of this study holding within the context of a larger, statistically

sound investigation of this social group, lnformants were selected

specifically for the reason that they displayed or didn't display variation in

appearance and in speech behavior. ln addition, the data from Section 4

which relied heavily on stereotypical descriptions of categonies of people,

also points to the existence of a dualistic gender model that assigns all

identities that deviate from a heterosexual male identity to the female end

of the continuum. Table 6.1 shows lvhat seems to be a more accurate

depiction of assigned affiliation based on description outside of stereotypy

considenations. A reliance by informanls on this dualistic gender model is

exhibited in the use of terms given for males and females that make a
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distinction between who may be labeied macho (heterosexual male), butch
(homosexual fema le and masculine homosexual male) 0r queen/fairy
(feminine homosexual male), The use of these terms is specific to particular
categories of people and overlaps oniy in the case of 'butch'. This adjective
is used to refer to masculine homosexual males and females. This model

holds heterosexual male gender identity to be inviolate and assigns all
deviation from it - especially those caused by biology - to a female position
only no matter what identit.v the exhibited behaviar may intend to portray
By this view, biological sex by cultural nor'm allows generalization to a

specif ic gender aff iliation. Altered sexual orientation may change the path

of the generalization for males mandatorily since it compels change in
various aneas of behavror, but it allows no similar chanqe for lemales. Once

a person is categorized as female by biology, any deviation in behavior or
sexuai orientation causes a realiqnment only within that category.

Table 6.1 - Dualtstic Gender llodel
HETEROSEXUAL
HALE

HETEROSEXUAL
FEHALE

6AV }IALE
6AY FE}IALE

F[I1ALE

butch/dyt<e f emme9/queen/f airy
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in the household. Hence, he chmses to exhibit 'proper' male behayior in as many mpects of his
identity m possible.
9 rhis is a term informants say is used to describe feminine lesbians.
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It is hard to deny the fact of the attitude within this culture that holds the

appearance and behavior of homosexual males to be different from and in

opposition to the behavior of heterosexual males - and holds that difference

to be threatenlng 0n many levels, lt is difficult to construct an argument

that does not in some way ref lect a belief in the social reality of aspects of

that attitude. And, it ls foolish to fail to rely on comparisons to females

with respect to social position and gender behavior when attempting to put

the obser'ved phenomena into an rnterpretable perspective. Because of this,

many reactions to any work in this area are likely to be excessive in the

extent of their ffiticism, This 1s simply a reaction to the social facts

associated wlth the lowered status of this group, if variation from expected

behavtoral norms, and the Iowered status of homosexual sociai groups and

females did not extst then analogies relying on opposite gender affiliations
would reflect objectivity and not be seen as negatively biased, With these

things in mind, it r^emains the intent of this work to aid and foster further

investlgation of this social group with a locus on increased knowledge of

the speech phenomena exhibited here.

I ln Western culture, there should be Ilttle argument 4ainst the proposal that individuals are
taught and compelled to be hetermexual See Adrrenne Rich "Compulsive Hetermexuality"
2 Transsexualism is defined under the term 'gender dysphoria syndrome'which includes
homosexuality and tranwestism. There are three sub-groupinp of transsexuals, one of which is
defined by the homosexuality of the individuals concerned. Hot itt transsexuals have been
surglcally altered. ln fmt, fully two-thirds have not been. 'Toward a Thmry of 0ender'; orimm ,
David E.;American Behavioral Scientist; vol.3l , no.l , September/0ctober'1987; pp.Ob-aS.

1'T.*q.Oa.Jheoryof Gender';0rimm, DavidE.;American Behavioral Scientist;vol.Jl, n0.1,
tuptemberlOctober 1987; pp 66
4 Labov, William ; " The differentiotion of the sexes in the course of linguistic change " ; subm itted
for publication 1990; p 2
s ibid p.37
6 Sexual 0rientation and the Law; p.9.
7 Labov ( 1990) makes a simllar proposal wlth respmt to biolqical explanations and variation.
SKlalsoassumesonlythe'male'roleinhrssexual relationswithrespecttosexual intercourse.
ln addition, tn his present and prior relationships, he performs only stereotypical male functions
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BIOGRAPHICAL I NFORHATTON

Rl - 42years; Southern ltalian; born in Brooklyn, New Yort<; ratsed in New

Hartford, connecticut; working class background; 4 years coilege; software

designer and computer programmer - R1 considers himself asexual. He

rejects labeling himself as eithen bisexual or homosexual. He was mamied

for four years in hls twenties. lt is interesting to note that at no time has

Rl ever mentioned himseif in terms of a heterosexual identity. Rl

professes to practice chastity but still has random sexual encounters with

stnangers that are generally onal, He does not believe that he is identiflable

as a homosexual and he does not believe that anyone can accurately be

identified as a member of any social group This 1s an interesting viewpoint

given the fact of hts sexual encounters. He is extremely sensltive about

being identified as homosexual He has never ldentified himself as gay to his

family. His parents are first generation ltalians and he does not believe they

know he is gay.

T I - 26 years; wASP; bonn in Boston, llassachusetts; lower middle class

background; 4 years college plus two years dental school; bartender - Tl

considers himself homosexual. He Ieft dental school shortly after he

identified himself to othens as a homosexual. T1's'coming out' a|.24 to his

family and to himself was a painful experience for him in many respects and

resulted in a radical departure from what had been his intended cateer

goa'ls, Tl does belleve that one can identify homosexuals by thein speech and

9l
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behavior. He does not believe he sounds'gay', He is comfortable with his

identity.

R2 - 26 years; lr'ish/ltalian and Russian/German; born in Boston,

llassachusetts; lower middle class; high school diploma; bartender/waiter

and assistant manager of a fine jewelry concession in a major- department

store - R2 considers himself a homosexual although he reports much prior

heterosexual activity during hlgh school. He also admits to a continued

sexual attraction to women but his present (and planned future) sexual

activities are stniclly homosexual, His father is a Boston police off icer and

hence, his upbringing was very consenvative. R2 believes that one can

identify some homosexuals by their behavior. lt is interesting to note that

R2 neven jdentified himself as a homosexual to his family, His falher asked

him if he was gay,

T2 - 33 years; ltaiian; born in upper state New york; upper middle class;

high school diploma; cosmetologist - T2 identif ies himself as homosexual.

He was mannied brief ly in his twenties. He had a lhriving salon in New york

and a slx figure income, He has nesettled in Boston after losing his business

as a direct result of a drug habit. T2 believes that he is easily identified as

a homosexual (because of his voice) and that a person's mannen of speaking

is a good lndicator of their gnoup af f iliation,

D I - approximately 40 years; Puerto Rican and Egyptian; born in llanhattan,

New York; working class; high school diploma; bantender/waiter - D I

identlfies himself as homosexual. His family is originally from puerto Rico.

H
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He operates a restaurant in northwestern Connecticut that is co-owned by

his lover and another woman. His lover identifies himself as bisexual and

expresses the belief that all human beings are inherently bisexual and that

this bisexuality is socialized out of them. This is a source of conflict

between them.

D2 - 38 year-s; WASP; born in East Lonqmeadow, llassachusetts; 3 years

college; computer systems installer and operator - D2 identif ies himself as

homosexual ln his opinion, because he is short in stature and has what he

considers a voice that is stereotypically identif ied as homosexual his

sexuai identity has always been obvious to others. D2 is and always has been

comfortable with his identity. His family has always been aware (since his

teens) of his homosexuality. D2s'ideal man' was a straight male who opted

for a gay r^elationship because of him. His current mate is a man who

identified hlmself as heterosexual and was married for a number of years

D2 believes lhat some men are identifiable as'gay'and that lheir speech is

a salient indicator,

Kl - 29 lezrs; Swedish and ltalian; born in New Britain, Connecticut;

working class; I year technical degree; insurance adjuster'- Kl identifies

himself as homosexual. He was married for a number of years. He says that

he never knew he was gay 0r questioned his heterosexual identity until he

reached a polnt in his marriage whene he could n0 Ionger have sexual

relations with his wlfe. This is the point at which he also told his farnily.

Although his present identity is not a difficult issue for him, his past

heterosexual identity is. He does not believe that a person can be identified
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as homosexual. He says he can never teil. He has reported two incidents at

work that are interesting.He was approached and sexualiy propositioned in

the restroom by an older married colleague who he'never suspected of being

gay', And a man he works with asked him a number of personal questions eg,

where do you live?, and KI believes that this behavior could possibly mean

that this man is gay, He does not belleve straight males ask other straight

males personal questlons, This is interesting in llght of Kl's opinion that

ther'e are no lndicators present in any male's behavior that allow one to

assume a particuiar group identif ication.

Gt - 31 years; Southern ttalian; born ln Brooklyn, New york; raised in

wilmington, Delaware; working class,3 years college; chef and artist - 6l
ldentifies himself as homosexual lf pressed. He does not believe that he

either acts or sounds gay, (until he heard himself on tape) His family does

not know (he has not told them) that he is gay. His brother is virulenily

anti-gay. The lmitation of his brother that he did on tape was of an actual

dinner conversation. Gl does believe that you can identify homosexuals by

their speech and mannerisms. Gl, at one time, identified himself as

heterosexual and had sexual relationships with women. His gay identity is
something that was difficult for him and it is a sensitive issue.

R3 - 38 !e?r's; Austrian/Hungarian and lrish; bonn in wllmington, Delaware;

working class; 4 years college, two years nursing; presenily a waiter and

part-time tour operator, soon to be an RN - Rj identifies himself as a

homosexual, He does not believe that he acts or sounds gay. Although he is
'out'R3 does not Iike to be identifled as gay when operating within mixed
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social groups, He has had infrequent sexual relationships with women. Rj's

family is aware of his homosexuality.

Bl '26 years; Jewish; born in Brookryn, New yort<; middle class background;

4years college; bartender, part-time radio show host, and creator and host

of a weekly local televjsion show; Bl is heterosexual, During his interview

he contrasted the behavior and physical appearance of male hosts from two

different radio shows - country/western and Christian. Country/western

deejays and radio show affiliates were portrayed as being large physically,

burly, and very macho. Christian station affiliates were said to be small,

slight, and weak with effeminate personalities and mannerisms. He believes

that for some people social group affiliation is obvious based on physical

appearance and behavior. And it can be assumed based on his portrayals and

opinions that he was speaking of males,
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